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NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER

iTElEGPM

IIE'iJ DISASTER

TIE CAPITOL

AT COAL

IE:

NO, 310

17, 1909.

ADDED DEATR

SUGAR PROBE

TRUST

IliSTIGAIi

GOESO

TO INSULT

i
l
f

Tells Story ot His Alleged Superintendent Clark at El Gases are Forming in Burn- - Rumors That Government Surveyor of the Port at New Toughest Hard Luck Yarn
That Has Ever Come
Rito to Inspect Normal
York Makes List of
Will Investigate Alleged
Ultimation a Silly
ing Shaft and
Over Wire
Galleries
Undesirables
School
Fabrication
Merger.
BY

UPHELD

OTERO

PRESIDENT;

COUNTY

STREAMS MORE

ffiJ

ARE IN

POSE

DANGER

MORE INDICTMENTS RETURNED

AND WESTERN UNION

it'

BY

HIS

SPOUSE

o
Weighers in Dan-- ' Robbed fc y Her Paramour, Unf or
of
ger Being Dismissed From
tunate Man is Killed by
Service.
His Mule.

Taf t is Satisfied With the Chief Divorce Suit Filed in District Tons of Water Poured into Saint Former is Largest Stockholder in
Paul Working but Without
Court Preparing Grounds
Forester and the Latter
American Telephone
For Lawn.
Goes Ahead.
Effect
Company.

i -

DESERTED

Twenty-Tw-

New York. Nov. 17. A report perNt w York. Nov. 17. The
In ilie district court for Santa Fe
Washington, Nov. IT "The story
report
Cherry, 111., Nov. 17. New disaster
Pittsburg. Pa., Nov. 17. Talk about
here today is that indictment
sistent
to
an
I
issued
and
was
mine
of
have
ultimatum
tile
filed
Paul
the
St.
that
hard luck stories, here is a star yarn
today today threatens the
(hat
controlling interest
county, a divorce suit
the President is a silly fabrication," by Porflrio Barela vs. Bersabe G. de endangers the lives of those wroking Western Union has been obtained by have been found against a number of from Washington county in this state.
said Gilford Pinchot today. "Of course, Barela. The couple was married in near the mouth of the shaft. It conies the American Telephone and Tele- - government weighers in connection Mrs. Janes Edmonds of that county, acJ have done nothing of the kind, nor 1901 at Cabezon and the plainTift from tons of water which have been graph Company would lead to a closer ' with the frauds perpetrated by tit cording to charges filed by her husanything that could be twisted into charges abandonment in and deser- forced down the burning mine. There community of interests between these American Sugar Refining Company at band, deserted her home rocntly, takthat meaning. The President was tion in 1903.
are indications of gas forming and companies and the Postal was given the Williamsburg docks. A report from ing with her all household effects and
in
Otero
Measurements
good enough to express his satisfacStream
the gas explode, the lives of the men more eeior today, when the officials of Washington that a list of 22 assistant five head of cattle, but leaving behind
tion with my work and I am going
a: the top will be in grave danger. An the telephone company frankly admit- weighers had been furnished to tin1 and old mule.
County.
Incidentally, a Pittsi
ahead with it."
C. D. Miller, assistant in the of-- I effort to rid the mine of this gas, the ted that the Postal was the largest 1'nited States civil service commission burg man is involved in this
breaking
More Land Withdrawn.
fice of Territorial Engineer Vernon U air shaft will be
and the single stockholder of their company. by the collector at New York of men up of the home, and the deserted husopened
today
In line with his policy of waiting Sullivan, left yesterday afternoon for
There are also rumors that there will implicated in frauds is confirmed by band tiled charges of larceny against,
big fan started. Chief Horan and his
for legislation affecting the disposi- Otero county to measure streams in band of firemen from Chicago stopped j be a government investigation of the j Deputy Surveyor of the Port Richard him. but
curly today, the old mule,
tion of public lands containing power the Sacramento basin.
Parr.
Parr admitted that a list of
the shaft early to-- ; merger.
water
into
only
possession,' kicked him to
pumping
Normal
sites and petrcleum deposits, Secre- Inspecting Spanish-AmericaBillion Dollar Mercer.
"undesirables" had been prepared b death.
failed to
water
the
as
evidently
day,
School.
New York, Nov. 17. Announced injliim. He intimated, however, that the
tary Ballinger announced the withreach the flames, which are fierest in
drawal from settlement of lands in
Superintendent of Public Instruction- the galleries, instead of the shaft. Th? Boston and confirmed in New York, list is much longer than 22. The be- PURSUED SWINDLER
billion-dolla- r
.1. E. Clark left this forenoon
for Esdifferent parts of the west.
merger became lief is general that a congressional inINTO NEW MEXICO.
now hotter than it had been at; another
These include 2,(iS2 acres along the panola cn school matters and from tire is
with
a
the
absorb vestigation of the New York custom
realty
practical
time.
any
howWhite river, 440 acres of which,
there will go to El Rito, Rio Arriba
tion of the Western Union Telegraph house will he ordered. President Chase Ended With Death of Fake
Militia Arrives at Coal Camp.
ever, are embraced in pending claims; county, to inspect the Spanish-AmericaMine Promoter in the California
Thomas of the American Sugar ReState troops arrived during the Company by the American Telephone
Normal School.
approximately 20.820 acres along the
The West- fining Company today denied the truth
p.nd Telegraph Company.
Desert.
mine
the
are
find
prop
guarding
night
Crooked river, 6.441 acres along the
Executive Mansion Grounds.
ern I'nion, one of the pet properties of the report that he is to resign.
no
evidence
been
But
there
has
erty.
middle fork of the John Day river;
All the old adobe structures on the
of the late Jay Could, has been in the!
Anderson, Ind., Nov. 17. Knowing
Anderson Knew Too Much.
of trouble today, although, yesterday
11,031 acres along the north fork of
grounds of the executive mansion have threats were made against Rosenjack, Gould family for a generation, and it J New York, Nov. 17. A new figure that the bones of the man that swinthe same river, and 7,930 acres along been leveled to the grcund and the
was by tne sale ot the uould stock was introduced last night in the in- dled him out of $;:.500 lie bleaching in
the south fork. All these withdraw- terrace along the river is taking the eager who is accused cf deserting that the merger was accomplished.
vestigation of frauds charged to the the sands of the southern California
als are in Oregon and are believed to shape. Today dirt was hauled from his post. There were wild rumors last
Million
of
Wire.
Ten
Miles
American Sugar Refining
Company desert, Newton A. Grabill, a mill owncars
in wmcii
contain water site possibilities.
er, of Danville, 111., returned home tothe Old Palace and spread over the night that tne runraan
toA
su17.
Nov.
I.
Boston.
stride
a
former
when
Edwin
long
Anderson,
ofSecretary Ballinger announced the gr0Unds to form a surface for sodding, President Earling and other mine
after a 10.000 mile chase, and
corthe complete control by one
perintendent of docks for the company day,
ficials were sleeping were to be dyna- ward
withdrawal ot 2,boo acres in Califor- j
ffouV.id
that, his creditors, believing
in
the
a
late
of
friend
of
wire
communication
close
all
and
Capitol.
Cleaning
poration
personal
nia containing petroleum deposits.
mited.
him
had petitioned the Delaware
dead,
has
been
which
j
force
The cleaning
the 1'nited States was made in the Theodore O. Havemeyer, announced
There are now 3,621,062 acres in
"Open the Shaft!"
to wind up his estate.
court
county
the
the interior of the capitol
he
is
bis
that
Telethe
American
renovating
through
attorneys
Nov. 17 The temperature acquisition by
this class of withdrawals. Secretary in annual house
Cherry,
72
Grabill
is
old.
reachyears
B.
man
James
referred to by
Reycleaning, today
and Telegraph Company of
Ballinger announced today that the ed the office of the chief executive, in the main shaft, tested tuLi morning phone
One day last June Grabill was apof
former
assistant
Telnolds,
Western
secretary
control
Union
the
th
inof
shows 113 degrees, indicating an
lands withdrawn from settlement in who is
who gave the proached at his mill by a man who
away for a week,
1904 and 1905 in conection with that j
creased intensity of the fires. During egraph Company. In order to make the treasury, as the one
said he represented a brokerage firm
informaFund
School
first
the
Apportionment.
specific
department
the taking of the test, pathetic ap- the absorption complete, the incorporin Chicago.
project have been restored to the pub- The stranger had prosInstrucPublic
of
Anderfrauds.
the
tion
Superintendent
concerning
eon
from the women of Cherry for ation of a new billion-dolla- r
of
lie domain, with the exception
peals
of a gold mine in Colorado
pectuses
to
customs
tion J. E. Clark today sent
county
son
filed
has
with
claims
the
be
will
tc
tne shaft, forced the officials pany, it is said;
necessary
those sites thought to contain water
school superintendents the following opening
which and persuaded Grabill that if would
j
to turn their heads in sorrow. With include the $".92,475,100 of bonds and authorities for compensation
power possibilities.
circular:
will reach $1,000,000. be a profitable investment for his
soldiers standing by, one weman rush- stocks of the American Telephone and he esfnnates
notice is given tnat probably lorty
n making the recent
two
For
last
the
years, he says, he savings. Grabill gave the man $;l,50o
top of the Telegraph Company, known as the has been
cent are embraced within pend-- , ment among the various counties I ed upon the
evidence to the in cash and made an appointment to
furnishing
sobon
the earth,
Bell company, and the outstanding
him in Indianapolis and turn
ing segregations and that intending failed to call attention to the fact that shaft, threw herself
was
and
it
through him, meet
the shaft, open the shaft!" $105,000,000 of bowls and stocks of government
bing,
over
"open
the
settlers should bear in mind that ir-remainder of the amount he
h
amount
who
of the
he ass rts that Richard Parr,
apportioned
l igation
must depend cn tneir ino t0 each county is available for the Her cries and hysterical efforts to re- tne Western Union Company.
flow figures so prominently in the intended tc invest.
The acquisition of the Western
At Indianapolis, Grabill learned that
vuiiiai euorts or be secured tnrougii payment of debts contracted by-- sist attempts of the men to take her
all over the Union stock by the Bell company has case, gained his commission.
attention
attracted
away
he had been tricked. Angry, he took
private enterprise.
boards of directors previous to Sep line of enclosure.
Mr.
of
Anderson
absolves
Reynolds
the shaft," been in progress for about six months
up the trail of the swindler.
First
tember 1st, 1909. If you will read the she screamed. "My "Open
was down j and only a sufficient amount to insure any attempt to check the investiga
father
it led to St. Louis and then to Denfollow-WARRINER IS UNABLE
' in the mine a week and he came cut
Bateman act, section 299, and
asthe
that
former
tions, declaring
ver. From that city to New Mexico
control, said to be about 51 icr cent sistant
TO GIVE BOND. ing of the Compiled Laws of 1897,
secretary was enthusiastic in and
I know my husband and brother was taken over!
alive,
Arizona, Grabill followed. The
you will note that a very important are not dead." This is
s desire for prosecution.
In fact.
'
typical of the
confidence
man knew Grabill was on
com-is
found
officers
there
of
The
the
provision
prohibiting feeling at
telephone
Mrs. Jeannette Stewart Ford, Howevtae first activity came as the result the
Cherry today. The authori- pany believe that the
track and he darted through the
into
from
of
boards
directors
will
save
entering
is
merger
Mr.
After
which
Released
of
er,
Reynolds southwestern states.
encouragement
Night
it, will do all in their
contract for the expenditure of more ties realizing
the Bell company $75,000,000 in new; ",'ave him, he says.
Spent in Jail.
to onon the mine.
power
At length the swindler crossed the
of
come
will
to
the credit
money than
construction, while it will also enable
Anderson says that the American border into Mexico with which coun'
Bate
the
districts
several
the
teleof
utilization
during
the
for
both
wires
SUIT FOR DAMAGES BY
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 17. Charles L. man
Sugar Refining Company requested try he evidently was familiar.
year beginning September 1st
AMERICAN AGAINST STEINHEIL. graphing and telephoning.
his resignation after Mr. Havemeyer's
Warriner, the deposed local treasurer and ending August 31st. Since oneGabrill engaged a Mexican detecSome of the associated corporations death in 1903 on the theory that Tie
II.
Nov. 17. Frederick
of the Bis Four railroad who yesterParis,
tive and the two followed the swindfourth of the land lease money which
then
been
He had
day entered a formal plea of not guilty was recently apportioned was placed Burlingame, the American newspaper engaged in the telephone business, th: knew too much.'
ler into the California desert. The
by Mine. Steinheil of majority of whose stock rests in the in the company's employ thirty-twto the charges of embezzlement and iu the
hands of the tentorial treas man, accused
pursuit wore Gabrill out and he stopthe
murder
of
terasury of the parent concern, are: years.
grand larceny, is still in jail today, not urer to the credit, of the common complicity in the
on.
ped, but the detective
husband and stepmother, brought New York Telephone Company,
He says he came into possession of Within a few weeks, the pressed
having been able to secure $20,000 bail school income fund on or before Sep
re
detective
Mme.
for
$4,000 damages against
New England Telephone and positive proof that the government turned to Gabrill
required. Mrs. Jeanette Stewart-Ford- ,
tember 1st, 1909, it will be legal for suit
and
him
gave
proof
who was arrested on the charge of you to approve warrants in payment Steinheil. Remy Coquillard, the serv- Telegraph Company, $31,000,000; Bell was being defrauded of at least $500,-00- that he had caught up with the
in the Steinheil home, was ac- Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania
yearly at the refinery where he swindler at a lonely ranch house; that
having received a thousand dollars of of indebtedness contracted previous ant
of the crime
his mistress $31,150,000; New York and New Jer- had been employed.
cused
Warriner's aleged stealings,
gained to that date, provided the total of an.'1 threatens to sue by
they fought and that, he shot the
her for lib .'1.
sey Telephone Company $25,150,000;
Anderson says that while his inves swindler dead. His body was buried
her liberty this morning after spending such warrants for each district shall
Southern Bell Telephone Company, tigations were in progress he was con iu the desert.
the night in jail. It is believed that not exceed
of the amount
DEATH OF WEALTHY
Cumberland
$21,400,000;
Telephone stantly shadowed by detectives and
the
each
to
other arrests are in prospect.
district
of
Satisfied that in this final deal he
apportioned
ALAMOGORDO CITIZEN. and
Telegraph Company, $1S,000,000; was so far convinced that he was in was getting his money's worth, Gramoney received from the apportion
to
Mexican.
New
the
Chicago Telephone Company, $17,500,-000- ; danger of attack and possibly assas bill paid the detective and set out for
ment of this office within the last few Special
COPPER ADVANCES
Alamogordo, Nov. 17. W. II. Gleas-cn- ,
Western Telephone and Tele- sination that a special secret service Indiana.
HALF A CENT. days.
a wealthy citizen of AlamogOTt'o.
Bell agent was assigned to act as his body
Seme county superintendents have
$10,000,000;
graph Company,
aged 45 years, died last night in .El Telephone
to
of
the
that
fact
called
attention
the
guard.
Canada,
Company
New York, Nov. 17. The United
STEAMER IONIC WAS NOT
Texas, of an abscess of the masnot yet been delivered to Paso,
C'vil Service Men Guilty.
Metals Selling Company, selling agents money has
LOST ON LAKE SUPERIOR.
toid bone. The body was shipped to
treasurer. I will say that
The telephone system
Washington, Nov. 17. Twenty-twannually
for the Amalgamated Copper Com- the county
deceased
The
for
interment.
Cnicago
Sault
Ste Marie, Nov. 17 The
it is the custom of the territorial au5,950,800,000
messages, ass'ftar.t weighers in the New York steamer ionic, which was
owned considerable property at Silver transmits
pany, today advanced the price of cop- ditor to await the
a
reported lost
receipt of requi- City and at Santa Rosa. He is sur- while the Western Union handle1) customs house are known to have been
per to 13
cents, an increase of a sition from the county
above
Soo canal
the
arrived
yesterday,
treasurers covor
are
under
in,
suspicion
03,053,000. The telephone system has implicated
vived by his wife.
quarter of a cent.
this morning.
ering the sum apportioned.
sugar trust frauds.
S,S09,879 miles of wire and the West- in the
Transferred to Colorado District.
This is set forth in a statement
ern Union 1,3S2,509. The total propW. D. Hayes, of the forest service,
Chairman Black and . Messrs.
by
value
cf the telephone company
erty
who had been in charge of the Galli-na- s PM-Mt- U
and Washburn, of the civil
McCarthy
is $545,045,000, that of the Western
L
service commission, in charges that
planting station and who is now
Union $124,OS0,920.
on a six months leave of absence, has
appcintments and removals in the
New York customs house were at the
received notice of a transfer to the
THANKSGIVING AMERICAN INTERESTS FULLY
dictum ot the trust. Their informaColorado district and has been assignPROTECTED IN NICARAGUA. tion
assistnear Colorado
ed to Monument,
regarding the twenty-tw- o
ant
came
New
York
from
the
weighers
the
where
as
Springs,
headquarters,
Blueflelds, Nicaragua, Nov. 17. The customs house. Two of the assistant
Twelve Thousand Applica- forest service has established a nur Imposing Celebration of Nat- provisional
government is transacting weighers were appointed without cer- Joseph Brucker Expects to
sery.
affairs in an orderly manner and all tification by the commission, the reional Holiday Planned
tions to See Game
Accomplish Feat Very
American interests are fully protected maining twenty having been appointPETITION TO TAFT TO
in New York
Are Refused.
Soon
Zelaya's troops still hold Greytown ed by certification from 1885 to 1907.
PARDON SHIPP.
but General Chamerro with a large
The examination .by which these
force of revolutionists has a well for assistant weighers have been chosen
Risin Fawn, Ga., Nov. 17. A peti- IN ST. PATRICK'S CATHEDRAL
YALE
MEET
tified position cn the beach.
BEING BUILT NOW
during the last fifteen years, says the DIRIGIBLE
tion to President Taft to pardon
Prisoners in the hands of General commission have all been prepared
reShipp and
Chamerro say that, many of the gov and rated at
The ex
Football Will Be Great Topic of cently sent to jail for contempt of President Taf t and Members of ernment soldiers are sick and that aminations areWashington.
conducted
the lo- The Plan Is to Follow the Route
by
court by the supreme court of the
others are losing courage on account cal boards at New York or elsewhere.
Discussion on
His Cabinet Will
That Columbus Took
United States in connection with the
of the exhausting march which they
The statement of the committee
Attend.
Saturday.
in 1492.
lynching of a negro at Chattanooga,
made through the
swamps and concludes:
Tenn., has been signed by practically
jungles.
to
"What the commission desires
New York, Nov. 17. Arrangements every citizen in this vicinity. It says:
New York, Nov. 17. Joseph BruckWashington, Nov. 17. St. Patrick'3
emphasize to the press is that it has
effect
view
"We
fear
with
the
grave
Roman Catholic church in this city DISOBEYED HER MOTHER
are being perfected for the final game
.ised not only all of the precautions er whose project for
crossing the Atthat the fulfillment of the sentence will will be the scene of a notable gatherTHEN SHOT HERSELF. possible in the selection cf its eligi-ble- s
of the regular foot ball season in the have
lantic
in
balloon
a
attracted
dirigible
and
irrespon- ing on Thanksgiving day when Presiupon the ignorant
but it has left in the departd
game at Cam sible negro, increasing beyond ques- - dent Taft, Vice President Sherman, "' Phoenix; Arix.,"' Nov. 1 7. -- Connie ment
some
east, the
attention
last
now
make3
spring
unimpaired power of sifting such
bridge, on Saturday The seating ca- - tion the danger to the women of the the cabinet, members of the diplomat- German, "
daughter of Mrs. appointments when once made, to the the announcement from Berlin that &
.
ic corps, members of the supreme Taylor,, of this city, shot and killed bottom and exercising the power of trial will be made within the next
.
paclty at Harvard's Coliseum is 37,- - south."'
six
000. Every one of. those seats has
court of the "United States, Senators herself. She had disobeyed her moth removal at any time that the interest
months.
a
to
In
letter
Aero
club
the
been sold and 12,000 applications were SIR THOMAS LIPTON ISSUES
and Representatives in Congress and er by joining a , tarantula hunting of the public service requires."
of America, Mr, Brucker says that a
CHALLENGE FOR RACE. IN 1911. prominent Catholic prelates will at- party. When she returned the mother
refused because there was no more
'
to
threatened
to
a
tend the
call
in
large dirigible balloon is being built
seating rcom. Yale is ruling slight - '
neighbor
thanksgiving
SNOW STORM CRIPPLES
New York, Nov. 17 Sir Thomas celebration.
ly in favoT at the New York club3,
The ceremonies will be hear her scolded.
for the attempt. It. Is Mr. Brucker's
GERMAN
SERVICE.
TELEGRAPH
hecause of the general opinion that Lipton will challenge for the race for of an imposing character, including u ' "If you do I'll kill myself," said
plan to follow the course taken by Cothe team this year is the fastest and the America's cup to be sailed in 1911 the celebration of solemn high mass the girl.. Mrs. Taylor called the
The craft will carry three
Berlin, Nov. 17. A snow storm is lumbus.
strongest that Yale has developed for He made this statement just before j by Cardinal Gibbons, Monsignor Fak! neighbor and the girl seized a revolver sweeping Germany today. The tele- or four men to be equipped with life
e
many years.
uuu uineis. emu sent a uunet into ner Dressi.
sailing for Europe today.
boats and other safety devices.
uuuiu, me impai unii-guigraph service Is prostrated.
!
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i'HE DAILY ROUND UP.

Try Imboden

M.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

ECZEMA

Established 1856.

QUICKLY SPREAD

A CHRISTMAS VAMPIRE.
fcol there was, ami be made a gift,
Even as you or I.
He bought It with taste and care ami

thrift

mperial Breakfast Food
'

irui

register tickets
with all cash purchases.

cheque
t liven as you or I.)
For a necklace of pearls without

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CALL

SEE

AMD

FOR YOURSELF

his
a

phased

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

The

was lleeced to his last red

c'-n-

(liven as you or I.)
jShe threw him aside, when his gold
was spent,
(And nobody cared where the lady
went,)
And the foci gave way to loud lament,
(Even as you cr 1).

j

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Lea ther Ebony

j

And it wasn't the loss, ami it wasn'l
the dross,
The reason that same fool cried;
It was ccni'.ng to know that she never
was pleased
(Seeing at last she could never Ije
pleased
And never be satisfied).
Carolyn Weils in Dec. Smart Set.

j

Goods.

itz

S

MANUFACTURER

Buildirg Cement Vault
a
j

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

&

Every Djscription of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

FRANK

Black 19

F- -

M.

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

CALL AND SEE THEM
FOR

P O Box 219,

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 86

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

ess

323231

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRFCTF
BY

D

HE

1

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Mo? t Popular Institution in the Southwest

Ir

Otto Lango,

$6.00

BULL'S LYE or BUSTER EROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

Ootnnlpte External anil TnKrnM Treatment tot
Pv..rc Unmnrnf Infunts. children an:l Adults con- fists of Cutieura Snfin (2"k.) to Cleanse the Skin.
nwu .nunl inr
( uticura OlliiniCTIT (Dur.i in irv:wiuof Ch;n-ulacura
(50i.vial(orofinWDthetoform
Coated fills. H5c
Purify the Wood.
Potter Urtisi & Chcm.
Sold ihrou.'h' ut t;ie world
Corn., S ,le Prons., B".ton. Mnss.
Free oiiticura "ook od Skin DiswiM.

.Mora county,
cement vault in vive him.

10

Ifyou wantZa gocd pair of Shoes
for the bey iryj a pair ofj

is building a large
teruay anernocn.
which to store oats.
Will Wed Thi? Month Miss Lucia
Normal University to Reopen The
New Mexico Normal University which Ortega and Juan Lorenzo Trujillo will
had been closed on account of the be married at East Las Vegas on Noscarlet fever scare at Las Vegas, will vember 24. Mr. Trujillo until recently lived at Taos and was formerly in busireopn on Monday,
ness at Santa Rc.sa.
Fractured His Arm Jose, the son of
Two Consumptives
Succumb VicAttorney and Mrs. O. A. Larrazolo of tor
V. S. Duggan, who had
and
Mayes
'Las Vegas, in stepping from a street
at St. Anthony's Sani'car at St.' Louis, Mo., was thrown audi been patients
Las
tarium
at
Vegas, have died, the
fractured his risht arm in two places.,
the Oakes homes at Denver,
at
femur
Arrested mor Burglary Cipriani)! and the latter at his home at
Butler,
MarUnez, accused of burglarizing; the Mo.
barber shop of V. T. Reed at Las
Young Girl Taken to Insane Asylum
Vesas, has been arrested in Denver
Miss Perfecta Olivas, aged fourteen
and has been brought back to Las Ve- who had been living with Julyears,
e '
ian Estrada of Arementina, San MiWhisky Causes
Stabbing In a guel county, has been lodged in the
drunken row at La Cueva, Mora coun-- ; territorial insane asylum at Las Vety, Miguel Manzanares was badly stab- - gas. She had a mania of
attacking
bed by Joseph Florence. Florence fur- people with sticks and stones.
nished $800 bond and was released
from jail.
Death of Colfax County Pioneer.
PILES CUR50 JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
C. C. Tlmif-n.. ......... a pioneer of Colfax PAZOOINTMI NT is
truavrnteed to cure
county, has died at Raton of pneumo- - any case or Itching Hlli Heedine or Pro- nia. His wife and four children sur- - t,uli'i Hilts ln6to 14 days or money re- -
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SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Dfpaitmtnts
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Sendfcr Prospectus

Studies resumed Septen: ber 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
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General
Merchandise

GORMLEY

SANTA FE, N.

$4.00

i

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
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i
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PRICES
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Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
436 Canon Road

J

mercnant
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WE HAVE THEM

have used the Cutieura Remedies
for a very bad case of ecz'ina with complete success. About lifteen or eighteen
years ago the disease developed in the
6hape of a large pinhcad on top of my
hand. It burned and itched so much
that I was compelled to show it to a doctor. He pronounced it ringworm, and
made very light of it. He gave me a
wash and told me to apply it before going to bed and all would be over in the
But the next morning my
morning.
hand was all swollen up and I poulticed
it. When the doctor came to bis office I
showed him the hand and to my surprise lie told me that he had never experienced such a case in his practice and
said it was well I poulticed it. After
disease
trying his different remedies the
increased and went up my arms and
generally
finally to my thighs and
and finally on my face. The burning
was something terrible. After I had
tried this doctor, as I thought, long
pnough, I went to another doctor who
had the reputation of being the best in
tow n. He told me it was a bad case of
eczema and that it would take quite a
while to cure it. His medicine checked
the advance of the disease but no further.
" I finallv concluded to try the CutiI bought a cake of
eura Remedies.
Cutieura Soap, a box of Cutieura Ointment, and a hott le of Cutieura Resolvent
and found relief in the first trial. I continued until 1 was completely free from
the disease and I have not been troubled
with another attack since. I still use
the Cutieura Ointment in my family as
it i3 one of the best remedies to heal a
sore or other injury rapidly. 1 can
freelv and truthfully say that the Cutieura Remedies are the best so far as my
went with them and I am
still recommending them, feeling sure I
am not. making a mistake. L. Kurk- hart, 230 W. Market St., Chambersburg,
Pa., Sept. 19, VMS."

And never be satisfied.)
fo il

YouY Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

"I

Oh, the chink we lose and the think
we lose,
On the t..ngs we buy with pride,
To give to the lady who never is

i

and

PRESCRIPTIONS FAILED:
CUTICURA CURED HIM

(And it didn't the least suit the lady's
neck)
And she never thanked him a single
speck!
t liven as you or I.)

HI

Hand-H-

and Then Humor
to
Arms, Legs and Face
Spread
It was Something Terrible,

Heck.

No. 40

Telephone

there was, and he gave

fool

on

BROS, CDMPA

Swelled

Oh. the judgment, and taste and time
we waste
On the gifts at Chi istmastide;
Which we give to the la:!y who isn'i
pleased
(And now we know she could never
be pleased
And never be satisfied.)
A

inter

swift)

Started Like Ringworm

menus uioimiu rauieri

And when he gave it. the bdy sniffed,
t liven
as you or 1.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Personal Attention
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Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kiadlin,

AT C Given Careful
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CERR.LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizps, Smithirg Coal.
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the Cure
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IS THE QUALITY! unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh,
patent and pure
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
and satisfaction is assured you. FACILITY and KNOWLEDGE with the right kind and

class of drugs-inv- ite

all your prescription business.

THERE'S SAFETY; TOO,
IN TRADING HERE
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-
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PHONE NO 21

DOAlDHEA
ii.
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TIIE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN', SANTA FE, N.
DANGER IN DELAY- -

CHICAGO

Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
The great danger of kisnry troubles
is that thiy get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
is gradually undermined.
Backache,
headache,
nervousness,
lameness,
.soreness, diabetes and Bright's
follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe
remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
has cured people right here in banta

M.

PAGE THREE.

HAS IT IN
FOR THE STORK.

Myth Will No Longer Go and Girls
and Eoys Are to Be Taught the
Exact Truth.

New Mexico Military Institute

rvoiis we

I

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of the Bojthweit
Armv Oft.cers Detailed by War Department.
Arm? Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IX CLASS

Tin Wnt

For

nervous, tired women, we recommend Car-du- i.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 17. The stork
Cardui
is a woman's medicine.
in
acts specifidisgrace in Chicago, along
myth is
on
the
female
with the mysteries made of babies,
cally
organs and has a tonic, building
effect on the whole system.
which are explained as doorstep finds
contains no harmful
and as benevolent gifts of doctors.!
ingredients, being a pure vegetable extract.
you
suffer from some form of female trouble, get Cardui
Both the Illinois Federation of Wo-- j
Ye.
once and give a
men's Clubs and the school authorities'
trial.
Albino Ortega, College Street, San- have at last
in
earnest
the:
taken
up
ta Fe, X. M., says: "I am very grateful for the benefit I have received need of ending the deception of child-from Doan's Kidney Pills. For sev- rcn along this line by telling them sys-- j
Vi M
eral years I had trouble from my tematieally the facts about life. This;
back and kidneys.
It was hard for was precipitated by the declaration to
'.'3
f.
me to do work on account of pains the women
of the federation by Clifacross my loins and quick movement ford O. Roe, of the AVoman's World
aggravated my trouble. My rest was committee: "Ignorance among young
J35
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
the kidney sec-ro- ions and the pass- girls concerning their own natures and
of life
most
one of
ages were scanty and painful. Public causes isthe white the traffic'sfruitful
flourslave
of
VA
statements given by local people who
5Irs. "W. W. Gardner, of Taducah, Ky., tried Cardui and writes :
Mr.
Roe's
recent
state."
experishing
wi'-used
had
Doan's Kidney Pills
been
usir.jr it for eleven years.
"I think Cardui is just grand. I have
benefit, induced me to try them. I ience jn prosecuting procurers of girls,
I am 4S years old and feel like a different woman, since nave been
found relief right away and by the both as assistant state's attorney and
taking it. I u?ed to suffer from bearing down ains, nervousness
time I had used one box my back was subsequently, gave weight to the as
and sleeplessness, but now the pains are all gone and I sleep good.
free from pain. My kidneys are now sertion, which among slum workers
in a normal condition and I feel de- has been realized for years.
''Therehighly recommend Cardui for young and old." Try
cidedly better in every respect. I fore," pleaded Mr. Roe, "do throw
I1
AT ALL DRUG STORES
have great faith in the curative pow- aside the
ideas that have
ers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
prevented you from telling your
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 daughters the truth and let them
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
rights from practical wrong."
Xew York, sole agents for the United It looks as though
they might. Among
States.
the case he cited to emphasize his until about nine
years ago, Mr. Cable
THE FIRST NIGHTER
Remember
Doan's
the name
plea was that of 14 girls who were in- fixed the policy of the company and
and take no other.
nocent of wrong-don- g
but who found saw that
everbody carried it out. He
(A column set aside for the Elks
that instead of jobs in a theatrical rarely asked for suggestions from subNotice for Publication.
chorus at Beaumont, Tex., they had ordinates, and never brooked opposi- Theater and criticism of performances
been brought to Chicago to be im- tion. When Reid, Leeds, the Moores thereat.)
(Homestead Entry Xo. 02C7.)
of
mured in a vicious dive. Superintend- and their associates secured control
the Interior,
Department
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M., ent of Schools Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, nf the Rock Island ten
Why is the Fourth of July?
years ago, Mr.
Even though the large audience that
.November 1. 1909. has recommended that a committee Cable wanted to retire. He was urged
Notice is hereby given that Laura be appointed to investigate the proper to remain and
practically run the road, filled the Elks' theatre last night, may
Chase Allen, cf Santa Fe, New Mexico, method of teaching social hygiene in but in. 190:1 he handed in his resigna- have failed to grasp the answer to
who, on July 15, 1 90S, made Home- the school. The idea has strong advo-vate- tion as chairman. He remained on the "The Girl Question," thev at least
on the board of trustees.
learned the real answer to "Why is the
stead Hutry No. 0207, for SE.
of
directorate.
of Sec. 3, and X
SE.
Battled Water Industry.
XE.
Fourth of July." In fact the whole
and
Financial
Carelessness.
Municipal
was a Fourth of July in itself,
KW.
XE.
The bottled wafer sales in Chicago
of Section 10, Town- The disbursement of ? 11 ,500.000 of play
10
Mori-9
N.
were
which
M.
P.
a
black
when
X.
there
E.,
eye
ship
being an abundance of life an.l
given
Range
in
cash
of
the department
Chicago's
fireworks throughout the entire course
dian, has filed notice of intention to the tap drink from old Lake Michigan public works is
by a system garlandmake final commutation proof, to es-- ; was championed by no less an author-tablised with Utopian trust, if one judge by of the show. Undoubtedly the show
Commis-scribewas he best of its class that has ever
claim to the land above
than United States Food
explanations of it elicited in the in- been
before Register or Receiver, sioner Wiley, have reached the magni-U- .
brought before a Santa Fe auinto
the signing of certain vouchS. Land Office, at Santa Fe, Xew tude of millions of gallons annually. quiry
From the bewildering and efdience.
ers for over $45,000. About the items
fervescent if not choice flow of slang
Mexico, on the 4th day of December So long has the lake water pumpage of those
departicular vouchers the
"1 909.
been in disrepute because of the onetossed over the footlights by Con, to
whose signatures
chiefs
partment
Claimant names as witnesses:
time contamination which the drain- were affixed
the pretty singing and dancing by the
say they inquired not at
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy, age canal largely cured by turning the all.
For the sum expended in this in- other members of the company, everyMrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine sewerage toward the gulf, that crystal
stance the city seems to have received thing was of an unusually pleasing
nature and served to keep the audiwater that has been bottled at the
Patterson, of Santa Fe, X. M.
nothing, but if it did, it is not due to ence in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
a hundred miles long, the
end of pipe-line- s
the best of humor. A notice
commissioner, whose salary is
or
at
able
of the evening's performfrom
lake
rural
the
feature
Register.
any
spring
$10,000 or to his duty for daily they
ance was the fact that the intermisitself has found ready sale. But here
The New Mexican Printing Com- is what Dr. Wiley said: "There, are sign stacks of vouchers with rarely sions were not dragged out but were
a look at the items involved, they have
brief to jdease. Once the
pany has on hand a large supply of people who think they cannot drink said. These vouchers
are brought to sufficiently
curtain went up the fun began and did
pads and tablets suitable for school anything but bottled water and they one or the other dated
and stamped not
w
cease until the close of the last
ork, the desk, and also for lawyers do not realize that the great expanse and
awaiting, only their signature to act.
and merchants; good everywhere. We of water in Lake Michigan, with its
The chorus, while it could not he
make them ready for the final sigwill sell them at 5 cents in book form. still greater depth, has more power to
classed
as an offspring of Dame Pulnature of the city comptroller. Exnevertheless had the art ot
cleanse itself from germs and debris
chritude,
matter attached is caref.illy
to a fine point and sucthan has the little well or sink hole planatory
folded up out of the way, so that it pleasing down
ceeded in making the audience call
where many of the bottled waters will not interfere
with the important
for repeated encores.
come from." Occasionally some temThe sons hits
of signing, and would never
formality
batto be "Be
the
been
cf
the
has
evening
given
porary
appeared
anxiety
be seen. No one is seemt is responsi&
Sweet to Me, Kid," sung by Con, the
tlers by publicity of discoveries that ble for
that
the vouchers custodian of modern
the trusting patrons of some brand of should bekonwing In the
slang, "Waltz Me
Telephone No' 148 Red
signed.
inquiry con- Around 'Till I'm
"aqua-pura- "
have been consuming the
by the wife
Dreamy,"
disthat
unfortunate $5,000
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
of'
not sung
same limpid fluid that they could have cerning
Sears,
Magnate
though
bursement it has been found that origas well as by Miss Cora Hannish,
got from their kitchen tap. But in inals of letters
dealing with the case
the water-bottlinindustry, were found to have been detached one of Santa Fe's local talent, and the
THE CHIEF SUPfORT general
senunder the impulse of
from the original estimate and origi- song by Elsie, the restaurant cashier,
timent, has run as smoothly as the nal voucher somewhat between the "When Eyes Like Yours Look, etc."
It is shows like "The Cirl Question"
brewers' before the prohibition cru- public works
department and the that
sade took such a hold.
And their
bring out the crowd and redound
comptroller's office. The official fastwith credit to the management of the
profits have been larger than the brew- ener was missing, and the
remaining Elks' theatre. More shows like it will
ers' because they were at no pains to documents fastened
with a pin.
only
mean for the local theatre, more popudo more than run their wares through
Fifty Million Christmas Stamps.
a distilling apparatus which might or
larity and increased patronage.
Fifty million Christmas stamps for
might not purify it.
The Ramerez orchestra added much
the American Red Cross Society's warA Human Engine.
to
the pleasantness of the evening by
on tuberculosis have been disWhen the late Ransom R. Cable was fare
excellent music.
rendering
for
sale at a cent each, sevone of the "Big Four" of the railroads tributed
Home Talent Hodge-Podgof the west, with Marvin Hughitt, pres- eral million being assigned to Chicago,
Ordinarily the scenes in a Union
ident of the Chicago & Northwestern, twice as many to New York and a proPotter of the Burlington and McMul-li- portionate number to other cities from Depot are laughable to a greater or
lesser decree, but on next Friday night
of the Alton, he became known as which state Red Cross societies se-ithem as ordered to towns and villages. at the Elks' theatre when local tal- such a marvel of omniscient
energy
of our extensive business
"Slvery stamp a bullet in the war on ent holds sway, the audience is going
tbe quality of the L imber we that his subordinates never for a mo- the
white plague," is the sloin used to see things that they have never
ment
Cable
but
that
anyone
suspected
sell, and tbe reasonable prices
in the west and bullets of that kind seen before. It is all going to happen
we a-for it. We bave built up was running the Rock Island railroad. are
already adorning mail, packages; in a Union Depot, the name of which
So, when Mr. Cable passed the title
our trade on honest lines, to of
on
closet
shelves for Christmas giving will be familiar to everybody as soon
bepresident on to W. G. Purdy and
which we are still adhering, and
From start, to finish
came chairman of the board of di- dLd letter heads of some corporations. as announced.
we guarantee e ery foot of rectors when one
In Illinois each year the white
to
be all kinds of lively
is
there
going
plagut
officials was
as asked if Cable wasof the to retire he claims some 8,000 victims, for which entertainment. There will not be a
Limber we sell to be
going
Every piece of it answered like a flash: "On, no, he is reason soicety, business and charity-hav- single dull moment. A variety of
represented
d
made the use of Red Cross specialties has been gotten together
is thoroughly seasoned a
assuming the duties of chairman of
frae from all itnpjrfections the board in addition to everything stamps quite "the thing." Each state that will be one of the greatest surOar prices are satisfactory
else down to office boy." It has been is assigned a proper distributing agent, prises of the season. Each and every
the Illinois branch of the Red Cross one is funny. There's going to be the
generally conceded that from the time
having delegated the Chicago Tubercu modern
1 S83
elopement it's a corker,
in
became
he
general manager
losis Institute, 158 Adams street, Chi Mrs. Hummer, lugubrious daughter ot
cago. The proceeds from the sale of a tear stained land, Mr. and Mrs.
the stamps outside of Chicago are to! Martindale, in a stunt that will make
i e
s
used in state
work- - you split your sides, Mr. and Mrs.
as distinct from the local work of the
in their advocacy of Roosevelt's
institute. It is hoped that a sufficient
policy, and many othsum of money will be realized to pre- er features too numerous to mention.
OF
pare a traveling tuberculosis exhibit But not to be forgotten is the comic
which can be sent into every large opera troupe headed by two stars of
town in the state. Aside from this, the the warbler's firmament. This stunt is
money will be used for educational going to be great.
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
work In the form of public lectures,
The seats are now on sale and tickfree literature, helping organize anti- ets can be
bought, at popular prices.
tuberculosis committees, securing tu Ten dollars worth of fun for the orschool whose aim is to prepare young men and women
berculosis legislation. Frank E, Wing,
dinary price. If you have not yet
for practical life under modern conditions
Complete
superintendent of the Chicago Tuber- bought your ticket do it at once.
culosis Institute said: "We will supCollege courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
ply stamps and advertising material, LAWLESSNESS
PREVAILS
free of cost, to those who wish to
,,'v-i- l
and Electrical Engineering and it Household EcoIN JOPLIN, MISSOURI.
place them on sale; and will fill cash
orders promptly to those who wish to
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculWilliam
Nov. 16.
Mo.,
Joplin,
busy them and do not find them on
Schmulbach
in
shot
James
Patrolman
four
a
and
conrses
year preparatory
sale in their locality."
ture,
Stenography,
Smith and Tim Granney while they
were preparing to take two women,
course
Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
The New Mexican can do
printing one of whom was Schmulback's wife,
equal to that done in any of the large to
for silf support.
is
Smith
police headquarters.
cities. Our solicitor, every
piece of thought to be fatally wounded. Schmand
further
we
the
address
work
President"
turn
out.
information,
pjr Catalogue
Try our stock ulbach and the two women escaped.
once and you will
certainly come The arrest of the two women was part
again. We have all the facilities for of a
'plan to "clean up" the town preturning out every class of work, in liminary to the arrival
of "Billy" Sun
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
eluding one of the best binderies in day, who will
a revival meeting
begin
the west.
I
here In two weeks.
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Through Academic course,
younp
oieo for collefre or for bHies life. Great
amount of open air work. IWi'.bleis location
of any Military School In the U:,ion. Lucited
fVc'-in the beautiful
Vl'ev the garden
st at an e'evation of l.Tuft
spot of the
feet above sea level, suushl.'ie every dav. bit
Htie rafn or snow .iirfng eslou.
E'even Officers and Instructors, a!! j;radu-ate- s
from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heaiod. lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS' E. A. Cahoon, President; W
(j, Hainlltoii, Vice President; J. Pbe'p, White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
F"or particulars and
Illustrated catalogue
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JO CALIEJ5TE HOT

SPRIGS.

know-practica- l
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4

4
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These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In th
in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
miles west has been thoroughly tested by tb
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to In th
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Rheufollowing diseases:
located

e

Fe, and about twelve miles from

Bar-mc-

o

Paralysis,
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula.
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars

Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
Jaily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There la now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and tourists.
People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
omtagiou diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:

h
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FRESH EGGS

CREAM

MILK

AH

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Far o
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the Uaitei States. Canala. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

;remittances SENT by TELEGRAFH.
J. D. BARNES. Aocnt

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

ar,

RATES RIGHT.
Don

Charles W. Dudrow

Caspar Avenue

OUR MOTTO:

A. F.

CHAS. CLOSCOH
To have the Best of Everything in Our Line

SPIEGELBEH,

Indian and EVlexican
Wares and Curios.

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

Garrison,

'Phone 9

When In Meed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

e

W. E.

M

TO

e.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

N

General Express Forwarders

g

jtst

Cili Jite. Taos. Count.

Wells Fargo
Company
xpress

g

germ-fearin-

Proorfetor.

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oiher Gsms.

527 San Francisoo St.

ONLY
of

the finest

SANTA

FE, N. M.

TMf P8 SALE

Embroideries

i

White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWiST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

yt

GE FCUR.

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

t

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES- PAUL A. F. WALTER
t.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
Entered as Second Clas3 Matter

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Daily, six months, by mall
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Weekly, per quarter
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Daily,
Daily,
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CRUSADE AGAINST VICE.
s
The New Mexican knows at least a
J. H. VAUSHJJ, Cashisr.
1 R. J. PALES, President.
dozen young men, of good families,
with good prospects in this city, who 2 L. A. KJSHE3,
J. B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
are going the gait so rapidly that phyH .
m
B
3
n HI
sically and morally they will be
wrecks before middle age if death does
not garner them in before from the
diseases which are the inevitable conSAF3TA
sequence of strong drink and debauchery. The New Mexican does not
care to moralize about it; the young
in
The
Banking
fellows wiil simply get what is coming
in
1370
New Mexico.
to them and if they were the only parties affected, it wouldn't be worth
while to talk about it, for the fellow who
hasn't stamina enough to keep from t
sowing wild oats when he ought to be 3
planting corn, wouldn't be of much 3
value to the community anyway. The Ej
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
young fellows can no longer plead that
Loans money on the mast favorable terms on all kinds of
they were not warned; that they didn't
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
know: that they had no example, for
in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
they have had all that and more, ami c stocks
5 domestic and for.-igif they court loathsome disease ami
exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
physical degeneracy anyway, they do 5 of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
so with eyes open and the full knowli. as are given by any money transmiting agency pub'.ic or
of their
edge of the consequences
1
deeds. Hut their action affects othprivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
5
ers, parents, brother, sister, wife and
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
those who are weak and vacillating
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
and younger. ,
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
For that, reason, serious-mindepeo- and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects.
nle want to remove out of the nath nf
3
as is consistent with safety and the principles cf sound bank- these voting men, the saloon, the
2
i n sr.
bawdy house, the green room, the
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
other temptations that must pay for
pjLc is respecfully solicited
5
their existence by dragging in recruits
: r n Arun.ruTrunn
'un-njT- J
runjTJinjrnnnn.rLrmnrm.a
every day for the old soaks die off rapidly. It is not fanaticism, not. ignor-- '
auce of good and merry things of life:
not obsession to spoil somebody else's
good time, but concern for the public
welfare and good will toward all hutoward the
manity, but. especially
young men of the community, that
prompts crusades against these evils.

i

Ea

mm

Oldest

1.00
75

Institution
Established

$150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Tbe New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofficj in the Territory, and lias a large and growing circulation
anu.ng the intelligent and progressive people nf the Sovtthwes.

E
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

'igffi

Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

suar

-

avail-attaine-

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

the District and SuFrompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Practice

preme

d

Capital stands ready to
;sood size and are doinc; some able lands.
their
finance
ditch enter-firs- t
received
any
today
legitimate
hollering,
lusty
in the prise. And yet with all our water and
puffs and page write-up- s
columns of the New Mexican. The land not a thins? is being done except
New Mexican remembers we'.l. for in-- j t' negotiate for terms that will make
stance, when the late Judge Hetnan some water grafter rich for merely
took the writer over what is now the coming i;i here and fi'ting on largo
A
water.
Tilings bodies of unappropriated
flout ishing city of Tueumcari.
did not look the brightest then; the remedy is needed, and needed badly.'
lack of water works was felt keenly.!
and the town had scarcely "." people
FOOTBALL IN NEW MEXICO.
with town lots a drug on the market.
h football and baseball attracted
Hoi
A ramble up the main street, which
more
was,
there
street
general attention in the United
was about the only
disclosed a number of one story frame stan this year than ever before. It
A peep into the saloons is well
buildings.
that the American public beto outnumber all other
seemed
which
to
turn
away riore and more from
business houses, disclosed the roulette 'gins
in
its leisure time and is
The assessment of El Paso, Texas,
wheels and other gambling parapher-- j business
comWLLkLAM
PROP.
nalia in full blast with saekers
learning to play, or at least to be in for this year is about $:10.000,000; that
man
The
not
Fe
of
does
reach
directions.
Santa
all
in
from
$1,000,000.
ing
in play. Football, especially
(crested
Other Texas towns are assessed in
in
One
who had the temerity then, and it wa
free to a large extent, from thr
similar proportions and no wonder
nnlv n few vears ago. to predict that 'being
Cuisir.e and
Sample
Tueumcari would some day have 1.500 professionalism that ruins baseball a that the El Paso Herald can speak of
ComTable
Room
Service
for
as
follows:
Dalhart
a
in
solid
is
to
down
a
would
increasing
popular spoit,
get
people and
Unexcel
mercial
Travelers
had to draw on his optimism i.llity For ,;,e ,,.inl0 on Saturday o.'
"Dalhart, Texas, is only- seven year:;
.1.1 l..,,
,.a
trn huuls ;ls
um un- - luut l I... 1,1
and imagination to a considerable ex- Ithis wee at Cambridge, of Harvard1""'
1,'""u
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO ; WASHINGTON AVENUE
LU1 llltlliV
tent Rut the ev Mexican for sev
.lVUIll
Lilt, iCl.
J.tlt'l i;jlU- 27,000 tickets hav been sold muni ties i score or two
and
Yale,
filled
in
succession
cider.
many
eral days
years
columns with a picture of the possi- - already and 12.00!! applicants have The people of Dalhart. believe that the'
bilities, the resources and the prom-- i,on tunud away. As to the brutality way to build up a town is to invest
ises that the future held for Tueum- and danger of football, it has been their own capital in it. They do not
AMERICAN AND
merely acquire land ami wait for othcari and predicted just such a flourish
EUROPEAN PLAN
A
now
exaggerated.
ers to make it valuable. They spent
fatality
greatly
i:ig, progressive city as Tueumcari is
and then occurs in baseball, in boating their money to improve their land,
today.
and when they run out cf money they
The files of the Xew Mexican show and other sports and persons have sell some land
to get some more monthat the same kind of work was done been known to drop dead playing ey to improve the lar.d
they have left.
for Aluniogor.Io, before even the Town "pussy in the corner." The saloon in
"The town has ten miles cf cement,
structa
single
Company had put up
one town like Santa Fe, demands more sidewalks, having built, two miles this
ure. It sent a special correspondent,
victims than does football in all of year. Dalhart has a sanitary sewerManning, to Alamogordo to boost the
age system (three septic tanks) costtown, and columns upon columns were the United States. American youths ing $::o,000, and in this the city is in
J. E. LACOME,
filled with well-w- i itten descriptive are not mollycoddles and while it is advance of nearly all of her class.
matter; it helped to found the first foolish to expose any of them, to the high school built this year cost $23,000
newspaper, the Alamogordo News. jt risk of being crippled or killed, the and an agricultural experiment sta
Proprietor
eni of danger in football is not asyUon ?o0;000i The bread
the same thing tor the Estancia
ai,d butr
of
hit
a
as
that
by
being
pitched question is met by a $.10,000 flour mill
Before there was any othef Sreat
Valley.
Commodious Sample Eccm
and a butter factory and creamery,
structure in the entire valley except at: ball in baseball.
Xew Mexico territorial institutions .ill this without
Xew
Mexican
the
the
mentioning
Antelope Springs,
steady
?. r
had four good football progress in construction of new pri- long Distance Telephone Station.
sent the writer over the route of the this
elevens in the field and the indications vate buildings.
prouosed Santa Fe Central Railway are tbat
within a few years, the teams
and' published page after page of de"Dalhart has two railroads and exllle
Steam Heated: Electric
tunerwij at. Aiau.jueiqne, ui pects to be getting the benefit of two
scrimive matter and predictions of fU.,"
FIRST CLASS CAFE
the Agricultural College at Mesilla more within another year. Next year
thnt CPPn, Ktnvtlin-K-lik- A:
Room
Every
Lighted,
Soeor
of
of
at
Mines
the
Schol
Park,
also will see the paving of the princiIN CONNECTION"
prophecies come true when read today,
a Good One,
ro and cf the Military Institute at
pal streets and the improving of 100
only a few years after they were pub
will be heard from beyond the miles of roads."
lished.
FrtK&S TPK BUTTON HE LO THK REST,
. confines of the Territory
.
With com, ..
,
Even the small town of Juarez, Mex
.
ncu
from
men
to
choose
few
has
para,ivelv
ico,
just paid off $60,000 spent for
those sections ot the olden days when the
University of Xew Mexico
Yoii
can
municipal improvements.
were
and
alone
laying
optimism,
hope
forth a splendid eleven that not have a modern, sanitary town unput
falterthe foundations, sometimes with
has gained some redoubtable victories less you are willing to pay for it.
ing hands and hearts, of what are to- and even went to Colorado to meet
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
communday great cities, prosperous
unColorado
of
the
team,
University
ities, populous counties. Such re- afraid though certain of defeat on ac YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR.
The municipal tax rate of Colorado
trospection gives substance to the count of the far superior weight of
and Pueblo, Colorado, has
Springs
promises for the future.
such
While
there is
their antagonists.
been reduced to eighteen mills on the
a thing as going to extremes in ath dollar.
The tax rate that the municiDEMAND FOR IRRIGATION LAWS. letics, yet, if kept within bound, athpality of Santa Fe can legally levy is
in Ccx43a-ect!-caaritet Class Eeeta-aian-t
Not that the statute books of Xew letics foster a college spirit that is ten mills. The assessment rate of" CoG.
LUPE
HERRERA Prop,
50c
and
RATES
up
Mexico are not plentifully sprinkled half of college life at the present day. lorado Springs is
like 75
&
New Mexico- Santa
Fe
OPEN
something
Day
Night
with irrigation laws, but that a modern
cents on the dollar; at Santa Fe it is
It would be a mistake on part of between 10 and 20 cents on the dollar.
code is needed to meet modern conditions and ideas, Territorial Engineer the national administration to replace In ether words, a Santa Fe property
Vernon L. Sullivan is solicitins the any of the present judges of the terri-idea- s owner with the same kind and amount
t
of members cf the bar on the torial supreme court with new
of property in Colorado Springs that
man
ial.
some
new
takes
time
It
a
e
One
the
of
he owns in Santa Fe, would pay more
subject.
phase
First tlass eM
subject is broached by the Farmington to know the people, to make sure of than ten times as much municipal
Times-Hustle- r
in its last issue as fob; his ground, so to speak, and in view taxe3 in dollars and cents than he is
of approaching statehood, a blunder ir. required to pay at Santa Fe, and he
lows:
"If our irrigation laws are such tha.ja judicial appointment at this time wouldn't dare to be delinquent in his
CORNER CON GASPAR AND WATER STREET
would do irreparable harm to the fu taxes, either. As a consequence, Coby proper enforcement irrigation pro
of thp judiciary to be established lorado Springs has many fine munici- Hot and fold Water Spacious Sample Rooms : Steam Eeat
iprts ran he rlelaved for venrs with-lt,!rstatP- It is the character of the pal improvements that Santa Fe dees
the
h?
Electric Light,
buildmatter
of
in
For Commercial Travelers
out any work
the
In Every Room
not have, but municipal improvements
under a state form of
d'ciary
on
then
done
the
proposed
project
Modern
Eatbs.
ing
come high. The receipts of Colorado
is something the matter with eminent that has given conservative
from
all
sources
Springs
the
more
this
most
in
fiscal
concern,
Peol)le
fact,
our irrigation laws. In our county
year will approximate half a million
there are some enterprises that have concern than all other questions
solveether
the
must
state
that
Thp dollars; Santa Fe's resources during
filed on nearly two vears and
the present year will be less than $15,-00men
now
on
bt'nch
have
tne
bee"
tried'
not a lick of work for actual construeor one thirtieth as much. It
their
is
integrity
unquestioned, their
tiou has yet been done, and yet all
therefore costs just about thirty times
M
is
and
karrin
th(;ir
ex'
ahmy
the waters in the stream are covered
as much to carry on the city governe
Perience broad, they possess the
by some of these filings so nobody
ment of Colorado Springs that it does
OPPORTUNITY
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL
can do anything in the way of de- - fidence of a1' l)e!,le- irrespective of that, of Santa
Fe, and local residents
can
be no good reason.
and there
velopments
none of which the New Mexi-Som- therefore should not complain when
at least
.
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF
of these filinss are apparent
two towns.
.
can
,s aware, to replace them at this they compare the
FROM N"l
i,- .
time with new appointees.
ON. UNTIL
The request of the census
iposes, the owners feeling that the
for
without
hold
their
of
they
the
rights
longer
precinct maps
Territory
Reports have reached the New MexiBEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER' FILIGREE
, has
development the more valuable they can that a gambling and pluck-m- e
again brought to light the inter
joint
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
In more than one
will become. In other words, the more it beinor nnprnterl
that
fact,
esting
nn tha tilaq
riht
g
the officials and it seems, no
they retard the development of the;that ohy the
a youn" county,
county the more money they make per man who can ill afford it, lost $83 and one else, have any idea where preExcellent Assortments of
Don't
cinct
run. What complicasonally.
that some time before that he lost a tions boundaries
Many
Fa'l
such a condition
may cause
Burned Leather Goods -"We believe our territorial eng- similar sum at the games. In both
other
some day in property rights, in water
to
exeis
to
ineer
Eurned Wooden Placques
honestly endeavoring
cases, people who know, wonder where rights, in
articles
of
Call
for
ways
right
public
cute the laws to the best advantage of the money came from and would not
ill Kinds of i rawn Work
that
roads, in election contests, in tax mataid
all, but the fault seems to be in the ' be astonished to hear of embezzle-laws- . ters i3 awful to
It
seems
attract
contemplate.
Pillows
Leatter
Tops
Th fact is that some plan ment or some other tragedy in
Inspect
that one of the first things each hoard
be adopted to make these de-- nection with the affair. If these re- of
county commissioners in such counlays costly to the speculator and wa;-- ports are true, it is time for an inves-te- r ties should do, is to define in a blankhog as well as the community. It tigation and the authorities should not et resolution the boundaries for each
would, seem from our experience that wait for the Commercial Club or any precinct and then order an official
some plan of requiring that bonds be other organization to take hold, but survey by nletes and bounds. It is to
Proprietor
put up to guarantee good faith, and should get to Work independtly to es- - be doubted whether there is any other
which would be forfeited to the terrl- fnhlish tho fnpta rnnt nnf tha atrtl tf state or territory in the Union, where
301-30- 3
Santa Fe, N , M.
San Francisco St
tory or county in the event of failure such exists, and send the person or ' thp boundaries of, the unit of all
give the community protection persons responsible for it to the pen- - litical divisions, are so hazy and i
and disccurage the work of those who itentiary.
dennite.
j
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CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law- .

Land and Mining business a

V6JN

of the Best Hotel
Iirge
led

popu-basis-

--

u--

Santa Fe

New Mexico

CATRON & CATRON,

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

Catron Block.
New Mexico

-

G. V0LNEY

HOWARD,

Speaks Spanish.
192 Black.
Rooms 18 and 19,
Latighlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.

'Phone

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
t. P. Davie,

A. B. Renehan,

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Supremo and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practic In the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court or
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

...
....

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

.

New Mexico- -

WILLIAM McKEAN.

j

HOTEL

.

Counsellors-at-Law-

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory

the West

1

spe-

cialty.

2

HOTEL

in

Co-irt-

n

LOOKING BACKWARD.
(have everything lo yain and nothing
T!ie New Mexirnii has stood at the k lose,
"Here in our community capitalists
cradle of many a town in this Torri-- j
hoos-tefront
stand
the
factory
ready to put in a
;tnd
youniister
tc.ry
the r ;i y of its birth. Carlsbad, Ala- and other large enterprises if these
nio'ordo, and many others that, have waters were only utilized on the

-

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

OF

2 00

17, 1900,

Profesuosai Cards

Ri

liia rirsi tiauonai
FE.

$3.75

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT

Jesse

G.

&

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,.

.

Raton, N. M., and Trini
dad, Colorado.
Offices1:

G.

V. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

,

j

j

Ros-wel-

this-yt-a-

THE

CORONADO

HOTEL

mater-importan-

'JtoiiHy

Uj-Wat-

HOTEL MODERN

GEORGE

w. BARBER.,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
-

Lincoln County

Nevr Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, In
Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

Nevr Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.

Las Vegas

-

-

-

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third- Judicial District of New Mexico.
Lt- - Cruces
New Mexicv
Eastern and local bank references.

...

H.
UTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyarcer.

LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

Correspon .ents "asking informationconcerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly
Texico

-

answerer!

-

New Mexico

e

R. W. WITTMAN.

-

gov-ther- e

'

con-els-

-

j

...

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on

filft-U-

.

S.

Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
,

JOHN K. STAUFFEtt,
Notary Public.
New tlexlco
Santa Fe
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

P3-1"-

PRiCE

CHRISTMAS'

-

othei.-evenjn-

con-mu-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

'

J. S, CANDELARIO;

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS
De-v- er

and Rio Grande Railroad.

Train leaves for the north at 10:15
a. ni
, Train
p. m.

arrives from, the nor.th at
'

4

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.

Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and
west, and No. 3 from the east at Lain."
'
Junction. .
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m. ,
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m- Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
viih 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
S from the west. Arrives 11:10
p. ru.
'

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

THE SAXTA FE XEW .MEXICAN", SANTA FE, X. M.

17, 1909.

mi.

PACC FIVE

.....

THE 15 YEAR

j

O LD BOY

J CLONAL
1

tea years, be a business man,
ir you have a son it is your duty to train him in
business methods, to give him tha benefit of ycur
bnsiaess experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is growing up. There is no other one thing thai will give
bin a mo'e proper insight and conception of
business than having his own bank account.
ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
of today, will, in

t

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO
i

Santa Fe,

$50,030

Capital

M

R-

i

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
G.

G.

FRANKLIN FLICK, President

FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst.

Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK

1

INLAID LINOLEUMS
PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

r:r; chairs of all kinds
Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

Nho?"o

No? 10

iatiasal Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co
of the Southwest
A M
tanta Fe,

Catron

Life

9

Fl-.oa-e

Tied.

nfd.

Santa

126

New York,

ESTATE

Catron Bloote

;

Nov.

$4.37

Lead

auis'..

copper firm,

standfii

17.- -

ard srot and December
silver 50

SIS

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 17. Wheat Dec.
10G
may 104
Corn Dec. 00; May Gl
Oats Dec. 39
May 41
Pork Jan. $21.02
May $20.02
3--

3--

WATSON & COMPANY

ISO

Prime mercantile naner off
Mexican dollars 43: Amalgam

901-2- ;

FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

C- -

Lard
Ribs

E"e, IT,

Nov. $13.05;
Nov. $11.50;

Jan.
Jan.

NOW IS THE TIMF:

f.i--

'

V-

'I

-

OF AMERICA

THE VALLEY RANCH
A famons old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
level and surrounded, by plno and
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such as no disease germ
can live in. The greatest health giving country in the world. 26 miles
east of Santa Fe.

Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HURSEBAOK

riding-TEN-

Western KtCC l'S J.", ?.--. 7 (!
and feeders S3. 5ft 5.30; cows and
heiiVi's $2.l0ft5.70; calves $G.2.Vft S.50.
llo.us
Receijits 28,000. Market
steady.
Liht $7.G0ftS; Mixed $7.75
ftS.10; heavy $7.G0ftS.13; rough 7.60
f(7.S0; good to choice heavy $7.80(,r
S.15; pigs $G.10ft.7.G0; bulk sales $7.S5
ft S.05.

'

03

an(l

8,2 00

Per week
liUlUO Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.

Write today for Illustrated pamphlet
and all Information
J.

Prom

F. MILLER Kgr. Valley Eanch M. M.

Cattle-Rece-

Woman livlnc in rcn
fcil nrnnprtv Iri'na tft
Kit into a noufe or lier own.
There are hundreds of things
she would liketodoton'skeher
own home more confortable,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every won' an is a money snver
and she will helpjou wonderfully
to pay for a home,

Hags
Receipts, 11,000; market 10
cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.G57.95;
heavy $7.95S.05; packers and butch
ers $7.808.00; light $7.407.S5; pig
$G.257.25.
Sheep
Receipts, 0,000; market,
Muttons $4.255.50;
steady.
lambs
$6.00 7.70; range wethers and yearlings $4.00G.25; range ewes $3.25??

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
5.25.
gcod teams.
Chicago, Nov. 17. Cattle Receipts
Tiling- d.caia to lalee Pas-saagr- 17,000.
Market steady. Beeves $3.90
Cono.forta'fcla. ;
Texas
steers $3.754.80;
er

FARE

$5.00

IIPEHIAL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work

Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy' the j
sense of smell and completely derange
the wnoic system when enterins It
through the mucous surface. Such ar-- '
tides should never be m.ed except on

from

reputable physiBasket leaves Monday Tuesday prescriptions
cians, as the damage they will do is
Returns Thursday and Friday. ten fold to the good you can possibly
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J.
&
F. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23 Co., Toledo, O., contains no Cheney
mercury,
and is taken interuaiiy, acting directV
Red
Agent.

Rent Money
Will

Individual or Class Lessons D. Al.

'

IN GRAMMAR;

RAYMOND

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

HOOVER & SON

Builders and Contractors

ly upon the blood and mucous surface
of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh'
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
Is taken' Internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c per

PLANS & ESTIMATES
bottle.
Furnished on short notice
Take
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

Hall's Family Pills for

i

id

i

ilD DQNT
i

GET

i

STUCK

i

B

The Coming Christmas.

We will sell you a very 'desirable lion, e on payments, which
will n nke
jour rent money now
'out wait. Begin
paying

Choose

early if you would

for your home.
LET US EXPLAIV Ol'R
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MO
NEY.
GEO. M. KINSELL
294

Sao Francisco

St.-

-

II. 5

JMI 8 CI,

THE LEADING
GSuGEBS.

choose

wisely

hive a splendid array cf servicible things to
froui.
You can rind here many suggestion, a
pick
lew of which are mentioned below.
We

Dolls, Toys, and doll access :ries, .i
Silver Sets, Spoon?, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

For the Baby
For the

The new Marathon racers,

Youngsters

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Toy
Gift

etc.

Go-cart- s

Hand bags, Music rol's, Fur set?,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

drawn work, Hand ome jewel

combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

Young Lady

I

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Nsckties, Suspenders. HandkerFor the
chiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras Shaving
Young Man
sets, Smokers set?, Nght robes,
Pajamas etc.
For Mother" Long Camonas, Handmade work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy chit a, Table linen etc.
FOr FfitllPr P,Pes Ciar humidor , FeltsUp- pers A Victor or Edi30n phon
Jfraph will amuse the whole family
IA THOUSAND

OTHER

INTERESTING THINGS

YALTA FX K AND
S ELECT FROM

TO

W. Ft jTOWNSEND & jCO.
Ntf

Mi Ml

K

THE RACKET STORE.

Jj

I All 1909 Crop
RAISINS,
CURRANTS
CITRON

PRUNES
'PEARS
Evaporated peaches

If Yon want the latest thing in

APRICOTS

LEMON

5

ORANGE

English Walnuts

TIES

Call at the

PEEL

Also fitw, 1909 Crcp

a Moda Millineryv

&

rmnniairMiimiai

Almonds

inn

OF INTERESTuTO LADIES

We Now Have Erery Thing
Necessary For Fruit Cake

Have also just received a fall line of

FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS

'Royal' and all kinds cf ART

i

H;S.KAUNERCO;

EMBROID-ERI-

and NOVELTIES.

:

:

E

:

NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

IE 28.
Eft

!1

This of all seasons make matkind more charitable
one to another. The spirit tf chef rful
givirg is recognized ia all civilized lands at Yuletide.

For the

Do

,

SPANISH LESSONS

I K f

this cold snap struck us.

Every

ipts,

including 400 southerns market steady. Native steers
$4808.50; southern steers $3.40
5.15; southern cows $2.553.75; native
cows and heifers $2.255.50; stockers
and feeders $3.005.10; bulls $2.80
calves $3.757.50;
4.10;
western
steers $3.805.75; western cows $2.75
4.50.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

y

n

m

Rfni-l.-or-

-

PALACE AVE

-

1

10,000,

NIS

etc,

Ratoo

LIVE STOCK.
Mo., Nov. 17.

Kansas City,

WOODY'S HACK LIKE

Pit

SWITZERLAND

20.

and Pressing Establishment
208 WEST

I

hb-

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

$11.97
$10.75.

WOOL MARKET.
Louis, Mo., Nov. 17. Wool,
quiet; territory and western mediums,
2429; fine mediums, 232G; fine, 1G

To have that SUIT denied, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it(TTr,arp
for fall wear.
Wo will charge j

Cleaning

IK

i

w

Earl v

St.

The Goldberg

f

pi

Bill'

About a Heme

5--

Roswell ; : :
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.

O

When

Ask lour Wife

931-2- ;
Atchison
120
New
York Central 132
Southern Pacific
129
Union Pacific 2017-8- :
Steel

Ranch Property)
100 Acres in the Pc cos Valley, two Miles From
(Citj

&

m

y

al-

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Nov. 17. Call money

ated

INSURANCE
It E A L

n

Without a

!

MARKET REPORT

Block

Bonds

Surety

111

d

son of Cowles, who was with him,
so brought down a buck.

51-2-

& Fire

ley

I

f

xi

Ci.

good-size-

4

Loans- -

is

Holy-ok-

Held, the millinery salesman
from Denver, is here on one of his reg
ular trips. 'He is stopping at the Pal
ace.
Howard Waha, of the operating de
partment of the district forest office,
has L'one on an inspection of the Tonto
forest, near Roosevelt, Ariz.
W. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio
Grande road today left for the San
Luis valley, Colorado, on a business
trip. He will return on Saturdav.
Miss Mabel Harrison of Pecos, San
Miguel county, is here on a visit. She
is accompanied bv hei- - fHeini ATi
Sarah Earickson, of Carrollton, Mo.
Elias Clarke, merchant at Alcalde.
Rio Arriba county, and his wife were
visitors in town yesterday, coming to
see "The Girl Quest ion." Thev wo

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
N. M.

m

guests at the Palace.
Hon. Zacarias Valdez and Luis Ortiz of Las Vegas, are visitors in Santa
Sheep
Fe for three or four days. Mr. ValReceipts 30,000. Market
dez was a member of the lower House weak to ten lower. Native $3ft5.15;
western $3 ft 5.1 5: yearlings $3.25
of the last legislative session.
6.G.50; lambs native ? 1.75ft 7.50; westMounted Policeman Page B. Otero
ern ?5ft7.50.
who has returned from a hunting
trip
shot a
buck on the Pecos
forest the other day. Robert Steven-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

i a

'.! h
i

Mass., are in Santa Fe enjoying
the sights. Tbev ni-at thn
"1101
Palace.

The Place WILSON RANGES

to Buy

d

Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Webber of

MULLER

H4MJ!

UNDERTAKERS

ra

Wni. Woolf, a traveling man from
St. Louis, is registered at the Palace.
A. I'. Whipple, a traveling man from
New York, is among the guests at the
Claire.
R. C. Decker, of Oranjre, X. J., is
among the sightseers quartered at the
Palace.
J. II. Herzslein, a traveling man
from Albii'iuerqiie, is in town stopping
at the Claiie.
D. A. .1. ISaoon, a travel ins man from
New York, is calling on the trade. He
is stopping at the Palace,
W. F. Taliafeiro, cf
Tipka, Kansas,
is here on a business trip. He is
stopping at the Claire.
W. I!. Byrn. a traveling man from
Kansas City, representing a large soap
company, is a guest at the Palace.
F. J. Franklin of Colorado Springs,
Colorado, arrived last night on busi
ness, taking quarters at the Claire.
Forest Ranger D. L. Williams of
Glorieta, is in Santa Fe on official
business. He is a truest it the ntnire
Mrs. Page B. Otero and children
have spent the past ten clays visiting
Miss Alexia Durant on the upper Pecos.

H.

JUPITORS

MENTION

78

Catron Block.

PAGE
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STRIPfM-lNG-EURRO-

;

tissue-buildin-

Lf?Xe

CO.

H0TELjRRIVALS

.

Sopi-otovt.vv-ii-

j

j

1

VISIT1
1

Paso's

if 3
xi
"Mo. Is t to 7th

type-writte-

-

t

:

THE EAST & NORTH
Now in effect Via

TO

8RW

MEXICO

j

-

CENTRAL

J

'

j

j

j

E. P.

k

and Rock Island

S. W.

A. N, BROWN

Pur fwll particulars,

;g. p.

Address

a.-- k.

Ml

j

p. as. w.
Paso Texas.

j

B. Be a willing agent, but. do not
take it upon yourself to "hand out"
compensation, unauthorized by the
"powers that be," or dire calamity will
overtake such.
BROTHER "Z."

TO
Statious in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Nevada,

Montana,

THE MARYLAND HAS
THE BEST GUNNER

Oregon, and Washington.

J

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER loTIT.
Via

&

DENVER

RIO

Summer Tourist Rates

GRANDL

I

Still in effect to all
points.

Por further Icforrjaat:.on make inquiry

of

P. H. McBIUDE, Ajent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
SANTA PE. N. M.

HOSWELL-TOIUIANC-

II

&

P. A.

AUTOMOBILE

E

PA SSENGER

ROUTE,
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savin
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passen
and expert Chaul
gers. Courteous
feurs in charge of every car. Seats
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by
applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ro
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance 60 lbs. Anj
amount of baggage can be carried
Hallway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlv-- by notifying Company at Roswell.
U. S. MAIL

AND

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
tbe Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the

1

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr

n

joy-ride-

-

LOW SUMMER RATES

n-- d

germ-producin-

A SURE CURE.
"X" has the sympathy of "Z." Dear
Sister: After reading y5nr "tale of
woe" in Tuesday's "Forum," one less
experienced person, would easily have
been moved to tears, hut not your
humble servant; for the "gossip" we
have always with us yea verily they
are a sort of an excressence, or a parasite that will continue to annoy till
the end of time, as they, like certain
other forums of this pest, are nearly
impossible to wholly exterminate.
Though this; particular brand, rarely
if ever destroy "character," as you assert, they often spoil good reputations.
The former being what we are, and the
latter bcinjr what people think we are.
It is almost always best to ignore
these pests; when this becomes impos-Hiblhowever, as is the ease in very
many instances, apply a god old fashioned, home brewed, "kill or cure"
remedy, and in nine eases out of ten,
you've "got 'em," and instead of shak-- ;
ing well before using, shake after-wards, and thoroughly.
They are a
"growth" and only infest weak and
shallow natures, and when the remedy
is intelligently applied it works like
"white magic." A previous and subse- nuent preparation is alwavs necessary.
to a thorough working of this remedv
i. p., to keep our "characters" spot- dlessand leave our reputations to our
friends (?) and the public at large.
and when thev abuse it, "apply as di- rected," but do not omit the first. An- thing I would whisper in parenthesis but do not let. it get in the
"Forum," as it is not a place designed
furnish anv reliable help to those
in distress. Be good, be sweet, your- self, and remember that there is a
."law of compensation" read Emerson's that works while we sleep, etc..
etc., and to it we may commit our
friends (?) without, reserve, knowing
that without any action on our part,
they will be taken care (?) of. Try it
janci save Drain tag. Live in the pres-- ;
only, the past, is not helped by re- grets, and the future is not ours, so
spell NOW in big letters and do our
jbest in it; living the destructive elements of anger and worry, and their
compliments, tor the constructive ones
of love and courage, and if "compen- sat ion" overlooks a few pests, between
your optimism and the "kill or cure"
remedy, you are sure of the rest, and
then
Peace, peace, perfect peace."
I know for I have tried it.

Connects with E. P. & 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.
6:15 p. m.
8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
with E. P.
Connects
j
f.ZS a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
follows:
C, &. S. Passenger trains arrivs and depart from Des Mcines
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Mo. 1, $:0S a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C.
sV
& 8 YV
at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
S. at Des Moines. E. P
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot . r th following points In New (V.sxlco: Ocatc,
ftjyado, Aurora and Red Lakes,
Ut Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
6eco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Questa, Ranches d Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
W. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
P. J. DED YUN,
V
Gen- - Pass- - Agent
Gen
and
WgrOres,
urnrintendent
iWN.
RATON.
.
ftArON.N"
RATON, N, At.

The ranks of the "modern revolu
There is nothing that causes more worry and discomfort than a chronic,
tionists," as the champions of free festering ulcer. As it lingers, slowly eating into the tissues and surrounding
call themselves, are sadlv de- - j flesh, and by its tendency to grow worse in every way, it suggests the pessi-- l
billt-- of bein& cancerous in its nature.
Efforts to heal the ulcer by meat s
Vtetl
followin" the wholesale ar- of
salves wasnes,
T,
,
always result in failure, because such treat-",mn..v,
'
a,m a caa ment can have nolotions, etc.,
iast 1
possible effect on the blood where the immiritios
Ins been issued for recruits. They morbid matters form, and are carried thorugh the circulation to the plac-3have alho enlisted several hundred to keep it op n, irritated and diseased. The impurities in the blood rev.st
S. S. S. go"s to the
women from various parts of the be removed before the healing process can begin.
fountam-nea- (i
of tne trouble, and drives out the
g
poisons a:, d
i" Tthweul m l ehewhere
who
niorbid
i'n
which
as this rich, purified
,. .,,.'-...',.- .
i
o to jan to no blood is impuritiesto the keep the ulcer open. Then
diseased place the healing commences, tin infam- carrjed
tneir share of the work, so far largely mation gradually leaves, the discharge ceases,
new tissue and healthy f'.fs'i
done by men."
, are formed, and soon the sore is
cured because the source has
permanently
The "hunger strike," self imposed been destroyed. S. S.S. does not make a surface cure, but by supplying
bIood with healthful,
g
I, v
properties it begins at the bottom
prisoners at the citv ht'll and the tlle
mly and permanently knit
j.iil in the Franklin school' has been !
is left sound and well. Book on Sores and Ulccr3
.
by broken, lhis is a change of tacticH aud anv medical advice free tn kII who ri
l
y ilie revolutionists, who believe they
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
have the best of the argument. Mayor
Pratt and Chief of Police Sullivan are
BLUECOATS KEEP WATCH
equally emphatic in their claims, declaring also that the city ordinance,
ON CHAUFFEURS.
charging curbstone orators with disPalace.
orderly conduct, will be enforced in
State of Washington Proposes to ColV. Woolf, St. Louis; E. Clarke and
Hie future as in the past.
lect $200,000 in Fines From
Governor Hay, who stopped in Spo- wife, Alcalde; V. E. Smith, Antonito;
Automobile Owners.
kane on the way from Fairbault, Minn G. H. McVrand, Las Vegas; H. G. Held.
W.
B.
lo the state capital, announced, after Denver;
Byrn, Kansas City; It.
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 17. Four
looking over the situation with Secre- - C. Decker, Oranse, X. .1.; D. A. J. Ba- la ry of State Howell, that there is no' con, Xew York; Mabel Harrison, Pe- - thousand dollars in fees, due to the
need for the presence of the state cos; Sarah Krickson, Carrollton, Mo.; state of Washington from owners of
niiliiia, as the police have the mat- Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Webber, Holyoke, automobiles operating iwthout numbers or with numbers which have not
ter well in hand and no outbreak is Mass.
been paid for, will be swelled to $200,-00- 0
Claire.
feared.
in fines if the "tip" given to the
I. H. Herzstein, Albuquerque; G. T.
FARMER GIVEN TUTOR
Heffron, San Antonio; J. Maurston, St. police and constabulary by I. W. How- AT PUBLIC EXPENSE. Louis; L. Williams. New York; W. II. ell, secretary of state, is followed up.
.Tenner, M. Eider, Boston; E. Cold well, j The procuring of a state license is a
niatter of $2, while the penalty for
Only Parent With Children in Prosper- Ray Midgley, Cincinnati; F. J. Frank
with the law is a fine
T.
Colorado
J.
Al
lin,
Ross,
Springs;
ous Washington School
to say nothing of court costs.
buquerque; D. L. Williams, Gloricta; t ?10.
District.
r
..
r.
4
nf wt,un.
Ctot,i
A. P. Whipple, New York; W. F. Talialitis IK(JUt!KL- the
bluecoats
to
ed
a
W.
J. Whitson, Topeka.
ferro,
keep close watch
Spokane, Wash. Nov. 17. It is not
for offenders and arrest and prosecute
Coronacio.
can
in
the
northwest
rancher
every
W. G. Shephard,
Stanley; William all owners of machines who are using
have a private tutor for his children,
N. .1. Canaday, old tags or driving without numbers.
J.
Bennett.
Denver;
but E. Hostetter of district No. 9(1,
L. N. Winspear, Valley June-- j Tlie policemen say it is ho small mat-tioStanley;
three miles north of Elberton, Wash.,
la.; H .K. Palmer, Las Vegas; ter to remember all the numbers in a
has one in his family. He is the father
Kirk, Las Vegas; D. J. Me-- list covering from 20 to 25 closely
Eugene
of the only children of school age in
pages, and, as no arrests
Denver.
the district, of which he is also clerk Carty,
nave been made so far, it is likely that
Modern.
and director, and rather than throw
Sam Hunsaker and wife, Eva Mo oth?r means will be adopted to force
the teacher out of work by closing
"Girl Question;" C. F. Bland. the a'utoists to take out licenses. In
Gingley,
the school, he has decided to have tha
the meantime the
and ownS. F. Sanderson, Denver.
Moriarty;
tutor go to his house, where the youngers without numbers are laying back,
s1ers are tausht the three Rs. The
happy in the belief they have bested
ROCK ISLAND WILL
Ths regular program of school work
HELP HOTEL DEVARGAS. the state department.
is carried out the same as if the chilren were ln a scho)1 house instead of
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Interested in Success of Project and
home Ulldpr their parents'
r'Sht
Promises to Do All in its
Connection
made wHm Automobile
p'es- The teacher is paid by the
Power.
line
at
Torrance
for Roswell daily,
r
lool district, which is composed
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosMr.
of
who
approved
farmers,
tirely
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Hostetter's plan. The Hostetter child- Morell Law, Traffic Manager.
at
12, noon. Automobile leaves RosDr.
P.
John
Wagner, Building.
r al'e making progress and the teach-twell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arDear
conSir
recent
to
Referring
er is popular with their elders as well
versation regarding effort to induce rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
as members of the board.
the Rock Island to advertise the new fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Hotel De Vargas, when same is in is $5.80 and between Torrance and
WEST EXPORTING WHEAT
commission,
beg to advise that I have Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoT0 THE EAST. taken the matter
j
up with L. M. Allen, mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
general passenger agent, and under manager. Automobile Ling.
First Cereals in Large Quantities to date of September 29th, he replied as
Cross the Rocky Mountains for
fellows:
FMTEHMl SOCIETIES
Missouri.
"Replying to your favor of Septem
I
ber
to
advise
17.
while
t
that
25th,
Twenty-jenbeg
Spokane, Wash., Nov.
five cars of bluestem and red Russian at this time it is impossible to say
MACCN1C.
wheat, grown in the Palouse belt, to just what extent it will be possible
south of Spokane, is in transit to St. for the Rock Island to advertise your
Montezuma Lodge No
Louis, Chicago, and Cincinnati, to be new hotel, you may be sure it will
1. A. F. & A. M.
Rc$
converted into flour and breakfast give us pleasure to do whatever we
u1a r
communication
can
in
this
with
consistent,
direction,
cereals. This is the first wheat sent
first Monday of each
across the Rocky mountains from ether demands. We are always inter
month
at
in
Mason! i
ested
success
the
of
a
or
projeci.
eastern Washington in 20 years, and in
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
a way it indicates the demand for the character of that to whicu you re
' W
J- - A.
fer, and I think you can rely upon our
MASSIB.
grain east of the Missouri river. Farm-matter
to
the
Worthy Master.
your satisfac
ers in the Palouse, Big Bend and Walla handling
ALAN 2. McCORD, Secretary.
tion and that of the hotel manageWalla districts, were more than 35,- - ment."
000,000 bushels of wheat, was harvest-N- .
Yours truly,
.
rfwTSHix Santa Wa rViont. n
ed this season, claim to have about
(Signed) H. A. COOMER,
n..
;u.
40 per cent of the grain in their
neguiar
Acting Superintendent
second Monday of
houses and are holding for a raise
each month at Masanl
over present prices, which range from
Notice for Publication.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
79 to S2 cents. The Farmers' EducaHomestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
C. J. CRANDALL tt P
tional and
Union, which
8111.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
claims more than 10,000 members in Department of the Interior.
Washington, Idaho. Oregon and MonU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
tana, has erected a large number of
October 27. 1909.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
warehouses and is marketing the grain
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
fourth Monday In
eaci
direct. The union was successful re- - Martinez
y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N.
month at Masonic Hall s.1
cently in its fight for lower rates in M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
m
Washington on shipments to the Pa- Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No. 7:30 p.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
cific coast.
8111, for southwest quarter, (SW
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder. '
Section 3. Township 14 N., Range 11
CARLSBAD FINISHES
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
ITS SEWER SYSTEM. of intention to make final five
year 14th degree, Ancient and
Accepted
to establish claim to the land
Now a Modern City in Every Sense of proof,
above described .before the Register Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
the Term Committee of Farmor Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Saners to Meet Senate Committee.
ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of at 7:30 o'clock in the evening Is
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaz.
Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 17.The con
1909.
tractors have about completed the December,
Scottish Rite Masons are corVisiting
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
sewer system in Carlsbad. The
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
inS and laying of the pipe is finished, Maria
Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
and onl-- the finishing touches remain
Venerable Master.
New Mexico.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
to be added. This gives Carlsbad about
MANUEL R. OTERO,
seven miles of sewer. The work has
Secretary.
Register.
been well done and Carlsbad can now
B. P. O. E,
say it is a modern city, with water
BIDS CALLED FOR.
works, electric light plant, telephone
Fe
Santa
No. 460, B. P. O. ..
Lodge
Sealed proposals will be received
and other utilities.
by the Board of County holds its regular session on the sec
separately
At a special meeting of the Pecos Commissioners cf Santa Fe
county, ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
Water Users' Association last Satur- Santa Fe, N. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec. month. Visiting brothers are invite
DAVID KNAPP.
day a committee of several farmers 10th, 1909, for (7) seven fire proof and welcome.
was appointed to meet the senate com- vault doors. Also court house furniExalted Ruler.
mittee on irrigation at. Roswell on Fri- ture. Specifications
and schedules J. D. SENA. Secretary.
day, and if possible, induce the sena- will be furnished the prospective bidtors to make the trip through the coun- ders by I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-testKnghts of Pythias.
All bids to be addressed to
try with a view of getting a better unSanta Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
derstanding of the needs of the Carls Geo. W. Avmijo, Probate Clerk, Santa Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
bad project. The Commercial Club, J Fe, N. M. The board reserves the Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
the city of Carlsbad and Pecos Water right to reject any or all bids.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitUsers' Association have combined in
I. SPARKS,
ing Knights Invited to attend.
Chairman Board of County
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
entertaining the senators and reclamation officials.
IOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
&

a. m.
a. m.
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Dr. Whoop's
Nig'M Cure

p.ru.

SZi

i

per-t.on.- s

To weak and ailins women,
way to help. Hut with that way, two treatments,
must be combined. One is local, one is constitutional, but both re impowimt. both essential.
Dr. Shoop's Night Cure is the Local.
Ir. Shoop's Restorative, N"the Constitutional.
The former Dr. fchoop's isht Cure is a topical
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
Whoop's Restorative is wholly an internal treatreaches throughout tha
ment. Tiie
the repair ol all nerve.
entiro system,
all tissue, und all blood ailments,
j
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, does its
It soothes sore and inflam.
j work while you sleep.
l mucous
neais local weamiesses ana
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervous
No 2
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition.
DAILY
build?, up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
; strength,
vigor, and energy. 'Jake Dr. Shoop's
!j Restorative
Tablets or Liquid asa general tonio
6 30 p, m,
the system, i or positive local help, use as well
to
5 15 p. m.
t 56 p. m.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No 1.
HAILY

Vincent St. John, counsel for the union
has instructed the officials to insist up- oil tlic return to Spokane of all
cited for deportation, and it is
there Is at least one given out that this plan will be follow-

4

St, Louis Rocky Ml.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

fSg

Wins Massive Silver Trophy Present- ed by Spokane Chamber of Commerce.

),

Spokane, Wash., Nov. 17. George
Von L. Meyer, secretary of the navy,
has advised Levi Grant Monroe, secretary of the Spokane Chamber of Commerce, that the massive silver trophy
presented by that organiaztion. has
been awarded to the United States
ship Maryland, which attained with
its turret guns a score higher than
any other vessel in the navy. The
of the Pacific squadron.
won the trophy last year in a lively
competition off the coast of California,
when David T. Ham, first
of the Chamber
of Commerce,
made the presentation. During the recent contest the Washington appeared
to be- in the running to capture the
prize, having defeated the Tennessee,
but the full reports from the Atlantic
squadron showed that the Maryland
had the best gunners.
The trophy, a
large cup supported by guns and by
sailoars in action, is composed of 100
ounces of silver and gold. It is offered for competition yearly, and remains the property of the winning ship
until it is defeated.
SEATTLE POLICE HAVE
MOVEMENT IN HAND.
Futile Efforts of Socialists to Involve
Federal Government In Foreign
Complications.
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 17. Officials
of the Industrial Workers of the
World, directing the "free speech"
movement in complications with foreign nations as a result of the threatened deportation of aliens under the
Immigration laws of the United States.
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Cures Coughs, Cclis, Croup, La Grippe. Asthma. Throat
and Lung Trouble t Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
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BovV frcm this hour, I'd feel, Caitlin,
it was to ye I was sayin" au' doia' it."
"Good-by- ,
then, Phil."
Her voice was weak and tremulous
as she said it. Phil, wiihoui a word
on his part, with face even averted,
pressed her extended hand; and as he
did so another tear fell upon his hand.
He bounded away, feeling as if a stab
had entered his heart.
He crossed the Paidrin path, where
a line of men and women and youths,
strong ones and healthy ones, were
still moving along in siiigie file, telling
their beads with a pleading, mournful
cadence that found a faithful echo in
the depths of his heart. With head
bowed he hurried on to the Holy Well.
' Ye're
in a mortial hurry, Phil Ma
guire."
He turned round abruptly.
to ye both. Dominic
Boyle. I'm glad to see ye," said Phil,
extending his hand.
Dominic Boyle drew back. "Thanky,
Phil Maguire," he said; "I wish I
could say as much." Dominic's companion smiled at the sarcastic sally.
"Look here, Dominie," said Phil with
great frankness, "I'm sorry for the hot
words I sayed on Sunday night heartily sorry, believe me."
"Phil Maguire," said Dominic, "it
matthers to me not that much" and
he snapped his fingers "whether ye're
sorry or plaised for what happened on
Sunday night. That's not my business
with ye now. I axed ye on Sunday
night Kanion Ward here was listen-in',Eamon nodded in assent "I
axed ye to stop givin' annoyance to
Caitlin Dhu. I toul' ye ss I had a
right to tell ye that Caitlin desired
no more iv yer company; an' I toul
ye that I would see to it ye didn't
keep pesterin' her any more. Didn't I
say that, Eamon?"
Dominic's friend again nodded.
"An', Phil Maguire, any young man
who'd be given to understand that a
girl wanted to have nothin' more to
say to him, if he had a splank iv manhood in him" Dominic squared his
shoulders and his face blazed 'if he
had, I say, a splank iv manhood in
him, he'd respect that girl's wish, an'
he'd show himself, moreover,
hangin' on to that girl's skirts an'
cravin' her favor for Gad's sake. Phil
Maguire, ye're no man!"
With arms crossed, and not a muscle
in his face moving, Phil looked him
in the eye with apparent calmness,
and so heard him to the bitter en!.
The color went out of his cheeks,
though, as Dominic proceeded.
"Dominic Boyle, ye do me wrong.'
"Ha! ha! I do you wrong! Then
me own eyes do me wrong. I was
walchin' ye, Phil Maguire I was
watchin' ye, not half an hour ago,
vexin' the girl again. An' ye did ves
her sore I seen that. Phil Maguinj,
if you worn't worse than mane, j e
wouldn't have been guilty iv it."
Phil parted his lips twice, thrice
hereupon to reply, but closed them
again, his face growing more livid at
each attempt.
"Now, I promised that I wouldn't allow ye to keep on annoyin' that girl,
an' that promise I mane to keep or
thry to keep. Ye have been cried up,
Phil Maguire, as the best boxer in
Inver, so ye'll not be taken at a disadvantage if ye're challenged by me.
This is a holy evenin', an' I'll not sin
messlf disgracing it; but, in the pies-enc- e
iv Eamon Ward, here, I challenge ye to meet me on the moi ra
evenin' half an hour afther sunsettin'
undher the knowe that's by the
till ye answer to me for annoyin,'
Caitlin Dhu."
"Dominic, for God's sake, listen to
"Good-evenin-

Caitlin was styled Dhu from the
color of her hair, which bad the glossy
hue of the raven's wing.
Right on the brink of the steep hank
of the Loch a bank richly clothed
this summer evening with heartier and
woodbine and blaeberry
bushes
she and Phil sat. Both were still in
their bare feet; they had just concluded doing their Station by the Holy
Well, and sat. them down without resuming their boots. On Caitlin's blue-- '
veined, fair feet Phil's eyes were fixed
with a sad look.
The black lashes were drooped over
Caitlin's eyes too, and she was gazing into the shimmering waters below.
"Ah, Phil!" she said, feelingly, "don't
be so sore on me."
"Sore! on you? Caitlin, dear, sure
ye wouldn't think me capable i' that?"
and here he raised his eyes and looked
in her face with meek reproof.
"Ye would not be capable iv it, Phil,
but I
God bliss ye, ye wouldn't!
know so well that I have desarved it
of ye." Caitlin chafed one foot with
the other as she spoke.
"No, Caitlin, it isn't to say hard
words to ye God forbid! that I axed
ye sit down with me over here. But"
Phil breathed deeply "I wanted to
put it to ye straight, an' get a straight
answer from yer own lips. Have ye
preferred Dominic Boyle iv yer own
free will an' choice? Don't regard my
feelin's, Caitlin, me treasure,, but
spaik now, as I always knew ye spaik,
the bare thruth."
"Phil," she said, and looked him in
the face; "Phil, I have preferred Dominic Boyle of me own free will and
choice." A powerful effort to master
her emotion almost gave a defiant
ring to the words.
Phil looked her calmly in the eye, a
look which she returned for a moment.
Then he looked below into the lake.
"Thanky, Caitlin; that's answered
as bravely as I'd expect of ye." Here
he looke'i up at her again. An' it's a
sad relief to me to know the thing
straightforward from yer own lips."
As he spoke he placed his hand upon
Caitlin's, which, holding her beads,
rested in her lap. Though Caitlin's
countenance still seemed very, very
firm set, there suddenly started from
her eye a teardrop, which rolled rapidly own a countenance where the
colors were chasing one another like
sunshine and shadow upon a fickle
day and dropped upon his hand. He
snatched away the hand with a gasp
of pain, as if molten lead had dropped
on it.
"Caitlin!
Cainlin!" Caitlin's head
was now sunk. "Forgive me for put-tithis thrial on ye. I did nit for
paice iv mind to meself an' more
than me," Phil pleaded. "Forgive me,
n'

darlin'!"

dear," Caitlin said, "don't
spake that way, for God's sake! Me
forgive you! Oh, Phil, if there's
has the forgiveness in their power, it's wan that has the kind heart an'
the good heart to exercise it an'
that's you!"
"Ye're hurtin me sore, Caitlin. Ye
don't know what ye're sayin'."
"Right well I know an' bitterly,
Phil. But I wouldn't like ye'd have
"Phil,

any-wa-

too bad an opinion iv me.

Phil

n

"

"Caitlin!"
"I want ye now to know from me
own lips that as I hope God will hear
the prayer I prayed along that moor
this evenin', I never meant to carry ye
on through any
Mind,
I don't say I'm not to blame; blameful,
indeed, I know I am; but it wasn't
wilful on my part. It was somethin
worse than thoughtlessness i' me, Phil,
If ye only knew; I had the likin' for
Dominic Boyle an' I had the likin' for
ye; which i' yez I liked best it would
'a' puzzled me to say sooner. Now,
Phil, I say straightforrid to ye for
yer own sake as I sayed to him last
Sunday evenin', me heart has inclined
to Dominic Boyle. Don't blame me
too much, Phil; I cannot force me
likin'."

"

ah'-ov-

Bat-ther-

me!"

"I'll listen, sartinly, to yer reply to

that."

"I say, for God's sake, hear wan
word of explanation from me."
"Oh, so ye think explainin' aisier
than boxin'! I'm sorry I can't
ye, then. Ye're the first
boxer in the parish. On the stren'th
i' that ye vex a poor, defenceless girl,
thinkin' none dar' checK ye for It.
Here am I, that have niver yet crowed
much about me boxin', an' I fling a
challenge in yer teeth (bein' forced to
do it) ; an' ye, champion boxer, propose to arguey me on the matther instead of fight me. I'll confess meself
cowed at wanst if it's goin' to be a
battle iv words."
"Will ye, then, if ye don't do it for
God's sake, will ye have wan minute's
raison with ye for Caitlin's sake?"
"Stop, sir, stop! If ye don't want
me to br'ak this holy evenin', don't
soil that giris name be mentionin' it
with yer lips. Again I throw the chal
lenge in yer teeth, Phil Maguire ye're
witness to this, Eamon Ward, he's git-tia second an' last chance to take
me challenge, or confess himself to
the parish as a
coward, only
fit to bully weemen. Again I ax ye,
will ye meet me at the time an' plr.ee
I sayed, to defend yer conduct iv
this evenin'? Yis, or no?"
Phil, now quite livid, looked him in
tae eye with contemptuous
defiance
for a full minute. Dominic tried to
return the look as steadily, but could
not. His gaze shifted ignominiously.
"No!" replied Phil.
Dominic turned to Eamon Ward.
"Ye're witness to that, Famon, an'
prepared to confirm it to the parish;"
then he turned again to Phil. "The n
to ye, Phil Maguire; let this
good-bbe the last discourse that'll ever pass
atween us. Ye have now shown yer-sel- f
to be not only a mean .man, but a
low bully an' coward, an' if ever again,
from this day forrid, ye attempt to
split Mps to me, though it was in the
presence of the priest, so help me
Heaven, I'll sthrike ye to me feet!
Good-bfor now an forever!"
"Wan word, Dominic Boyle!" Piul
placed himself before him. "I'll meet
ye the morra evenin' half an hour

n'

low-live- d

Phil listened to this his eyes
were upon the penitents, who stood in
the lake and prayed towards the east,
and then, turning them round, prayed
towards the rude altar on the shore,
the waters laving their bare legs.
He turned his gaze upon Caitlin
when she had finished. "An', Caitlin,
do you think I would blame ye, or expect ye to force yer likin'? Caitlin,
I'm afeered ye don't know Phil
e
yet. Now, Caitlin, give me yer
han'. Good-by- ,
an' I pray may God
bliss an' prosper yet an' Dominic."
"Oh, Phil, that prayer puts harder
on me than if ye sthruck me. Wan
word, Phil; I heerd that ye an' Dominic had some words on Sunday night."
"It's so it's so, Caitlin, an' I I'm
sorry from the bottom iv me heart.
Besides, I didn't know then I didn't
know," and his gaze again wandered
to the penitents in the water.
"An' I know," Caitlin went on, "I
have only to ask ye not to say any
thihg more to Dominic not to quarre.
with him; for he's hot. I know I hav
only to say the word to you, Phil."
iftber sunset undher the Batthery
"For that ye wouldn't even need tt Knowe."
.
say the word to me. If I sayed an 11
Dominic started back with amaze
word or done an ill turn to Dommk ment and beard htm
out, then lie
A&

Ma-guir-

y

y

FACE SEVEN

turned upon Eamon a look of astonishment blent with inquiry.

MISPLACED ACT OF KINDNESS!
ELANKS
f"T
"Iv coorse," Eamon said, and nodded.
Printed and for sale by New MexiDominic's lip curled with a sneer as Motherly Woman Meant Well, but
can Printing Companv, Santa Fe, N.
Sequel Made Her Look Like
he turned to Phil. "All right," he said.
a Kidnaper.
Mex.
The sun was scarcely gone down
Mining Blanks.
Paul's mamma at times fairly
FOR RENT -- Two rooms. lll.Jo'.m-- j
into the outer bay on the next evenAdditional and Amended location
Her heart goes out Certificate.
maternity.
son street, Mrs. Haynes.
ing when Dominic Boyle and Eamon to
sheet.
eery child she meets. At least
Ward arrived at the Battery of the
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Lou-;li- .
Dominic was whistling with it did until recently, when she had 3
FOR RENT OR SALE A fij...! yr,c-I
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
setback
that has since held her fe
a
air of unconcern. He
writer. J. B. Sioan.
Notice of Mining Location.
sheet.
visibly in check. Now if you
now began to test his leaping powers,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
questioned her in that respect she
whilst Eamon sat upon the sluice-gatWANTED I'om' ion :is
a ph- sheet.
Property.
Would
admit sadly that kindness to
:.nd looked on.
.
r
bv
A
.id
References.
rets
lady.
Placer
.Mining Location.
sheet.
The news of the challenge had to strange children does not always pay.
M.. care New Mexican.
Bond
Title
of
The
Mining
of
Property,
heart arrived because
change
some extent leaked out, for ere they
were many minutes there half a dozen of an incident on a certain day when, sheet.
FOR RENT Two or three rooms
sheet.
Mining Deed.
ferociously riding her bobby of mothother young men arrived.
j furni.-he- il
for light housekeeping. Ad- sheet.
Mining Lease.
Phil soon arrived strangely pale, erly kindness to ail childhood, she
I'.ox
dress
San:a Fe. N. M.
n;p.de a hurried dart across Broadway
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
they all remarked, but very calm.
to
a
sheet.
certain car.
lie gave them a nod and said to
j
FOR SALE A seconi'.-hau.- l
As she reached the step, breathless
strain
Coal Declaratory Statement
them generally:
"A puny evenin',
with
in good condition.
boiler
,
It will be
m
but
the
vision
was
before her
Power of an Attorney.
Afboys."
disposed of at very low price. Apply
Dominic Boyle immediately proceed- that of a large, comely,
l
fidavit and Corroborating
to
woman
the New Mexican Printing Com- to
the
to
ed
comfortably climbing
divest himself of his coat and
sheet.
Affidavit,
pany.
waistcoat, whistling as he did so, and platform and into the car, utterly
Notice of Right to Wiih-r- ,
sheet.
of the
small, overdressed
then tied his braces around his loins.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
in
child
her
to Notice,
wake, endeavoring
"Are yo not ready, Phil Maguire?"
The Spanish edition of the 19"'.!
sheet.
he then asked, for Phil, instead of emulate her every action.
of New- Mexico are now ready
Ijuvs
Affidavit
of
sheet.
Assessment,
With wrath in her heart and tender-nes- s
for
casting off his coat, had buttoned it
Price: Paper cover,
delivery.
Stock Blanks.
in her grasp Paul's mamma liftit on him.
$3.2.". plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
Yen-dor'Bill
of
Sale
Animals
Bearing
' Yes.
ed the child in her arms, and so enI'm ready."
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all
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The
PrintNew
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Mexican
Bill
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Books
Blanks.
Sale,
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ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
book.
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so
she
did
the
for
time
child
first
the
running to him, they almost dragged
Bill of Sale Animals not B ruing
tinned, and. looking her full in the
it off him.
WANTED Specialty man hustler
Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
face
sheet.
broke
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loud
a
into
which
wail,
When the coat was gone he put off
Bill of Sale Range
calling on the drug, grocery and
Delivery,
the vest himself, and bound his braces attracted attention.
hardware
comThe
trade to introduce
woman
was
sheet.
Skat
large,
comely
around him similarly to Dominic.
Bill of Sale,
Soap in Santa Fe. Commission only.
sheet.
"Who have ye to show ye fair fortably seated at the far end as
Paul's mother, putting hi r anus
Authority to Gather, Drive anil Good opportunity for the right man.
play?" Dominic inquired.
about the bawler, pointed Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re Send full information regarding terri
Phil looked around on the group.
out to the weeping youngster.
corded Brand,
tory covered, articles carried, etc.. to
sheet.
"Enough here to do that," he said. her
"There
she is, clear. There's moth"From yer own friend, Eamon Ward,
Drive and Skat, Hartford. Conn.
Authority to Gather,
to Padhrig McGinley, if there's wan er. Run along to mother."
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'r
"I'm not her mother," was the Recorded
would stan' by an' see foul play, I don't
sheet.
Notice for Publication.
Brand,
I
startling rejoinder. "I never saw the
know him."
1 T "
Sin, ltrtlriinrr Ckim
Certificate of Brand. -1 sheet.
across
child before. When she ran
They all murmured in assent and
Serial
012051.
sheet.
Not
Coal
Land.
Sheep
Contract,
the street in front of you I took it for
nodded their heads.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Department, of the Interior,
"That is," Phil went on, "if I was granted she was yours. She certainly
Bond.
sheet.
I'nited Stales Land Office,
Appeal
New
Times.
York
child."
isn't
my
afeerd of foul play at your hands,
sheet.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, lftAfi.
Bond,
Criminal,
Appeal
which I am not."
COULDN'T BUNCO FilM.
Notice i3 hereby given that the folsheet.
Appearance Bond,
At this expression of generous senclaimant has filed notice
Appearance Bond on Continuance, low
timent a murmur of approbation went
of his intention to make final proof in
sheet.
(J. P.),
from
circle.
the
up
Bond of Appearance,
(District support of his claim under sections
"Very well," said Dominic Boyle, "if
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S9L
sheet.
Court),
I
am.
Come
on!"
satisfied,
ye're
(2G Stat., S54), as amended by the act
Justice
sheet.
Report,
Quarterly
wiThe circle around them hastily
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet. of February 21, 1893, (27 Stat., 170),
dened. Dominic, without loss of a
and that said proof will be made
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
second, sprang upon his opponent, and
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comboth closed in fight. Both combatants
Register or Receiver, I'. S. Land
sheet.
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on Dewere
fellows.
plaint,
Dominic
powerful
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum- cember 22. 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
looked, and probably was, the stronger
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holdof the two. But Phil was more lithe,
sheet.
mons,
with cleaner muscles, and was a much
sheet.
ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
Replevin Bond,
more practiced boxer.
Execution Forcible Entry and De- 8 E. N. M. P. M.
"Eh? What's over Phil? I don't beHe names the following w itnesses in
tainer,
sheet.
lieve he has got in a single blow yet,
sheet.
prove his actual continuous adverse
Replevin Writ,
There! there's another crusher landed
sheet.
possession of said tract for twenty
Replevin Affidavit,
on him by Dominic."
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
years next preceding the survey of the
The Gent My little man, speaking
"Ay, ay! By me soul, an' he's losiu' from experience, 1 would like to see sheet.
township, viz:
the blood too! What is come over
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jos?
you throw that cigar away.
sheet.
Warrant,
im? I niver God help us, that's a
The Kid Aw, fergit dat line of talk;
Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N
sheet.
Padilla,
Commitment,
stunner! I niver seen Phil make such I ain't goin' to trow (lis big two-fe- r
and
M.
Attachment
sheet.
Affidavit,
fightin'. There's someftiln" on the poor let you pick it up. But say, follow me
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Any person who desires to protest
fella' as sure as my name's Charlie. up and I'll save de butt fer youse.
the allowance of said proof, or
Attachment
sheet.
against
Writ,
Phew! blood alive, what a blow!"
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, who knows of any substantial reason
An"Back! Stan' back, Charlie!
Whim of a Property Owner.
under the laws and regulation of the
sheet.
other landed on him his eye, too!"
A. J. Singelyn of the Burns hotel
Interior Department why such proof
sheet.
Execution,
"Dear God! Ye can hardly see a says somebody played a mean trick on
should not be alowed will be given an
sheet.
Summons,
feature on his face for the blood."
one of his German customers recently.
sheet.
opportunity at the
"An' there isn't out of Dominic as
Subpoena,
"The German had one of those
time and place to
J. P. Complaint,
the wi
much as would dip a pen."
sheet.
fly traps in his place," said
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
Dominic went on, more grim and Mr. Singelyn. "It is about a foot high
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
evidence in rebuttal of that submitfierce. He let out his left hand with and half the diameter at the bottom.
Search Warrant,
sheet.
a terrible wind meant for Phil's jaw, The flies get in somehow and then
ted by claimant.
School Blanks.
and as Phil successfully saved himself, they can't find their way out. A felMANUEL R. OTERO,
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Dominic's right, which followed lightni- low went into the saloon on one of the
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Register.
ng-like,
struck him full in the hot days and the fly trap was full.
Contract for School Teacher,
Phil 'wavered a moment, 'I'll give you half a dollar for them sheet.
stomach;
Notice for Publication.
came up again with guards up, and flies,' said he, and the German's face
Small Holding Claim No. 1S95.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
then, a spasm sweeping across his fea- lit up as he accepted it and shoved
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
Contract between Directors and Teatures, fell helplessly to the ground. over the trap. The man looked at it
of the Interior,
Department
sheet.
And as he fell there was heard from a while, then loosened the bottom and chers,
United States Land Office.
of
School
Oaths
sheet.
Director,
above them a scream, and Caitlin Dhu, let the flies out.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
Certificate of apportionment
of
unbonneted, unshawled, and with her
"'Vat's der matter mit you?' asked School
Notice is hereby given that the folsheet.
Funds,
long black hair streaming behind her, the excited German.
lowing named claimant has filed noContract for Fuel,
sheet.
came bounding down the knowe and
tice of his intention to make final
'''Nothing,' replied the man as he
Teachers'
sheet.
Monthly Report,
threw herself prostrate on the fallen neared the door. 'They were my flies
in support of his claim under
proof
District Clerks' Annual Report,
form of Phil Maguire!
and I could do what I wanted with
sections 10 and 17 of the act of March
sheet.
"Caitlin! Caitlin!" they said, pulling them.' "Detroit Free Press.
3, 1891 (2G Stats., 854), as amended
Land Office Blanks.
her from off him, "for God's sake, give
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
When Opportunity Knocks.
Homestead Entry,
sheet.
'im air! He's only winded, an'll be all
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
farm
whose
A
New Jersey farmer,
Affidavit,
right in another minnit."
be made before Register or Receiver
Is near a school for boys, was greatly sheet.
Eamon Ward, sitting down on the
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
the depredations of the
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
ground behind him, had now raised annoyed by
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
of the boys full
sheet.
Phil's head, and Phil opened his eyes youngsters. Finding totwo
of Cerrillos, N. M., fcr tne small holdchoice
aphis
themselves
helping
of
Proof; Testimony
calmly.
Claimant, ing claim No. 1S95, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
ples, he ushered them from his premfull
"Caitlin! Oh, Caitlin!" he said.
15 N., R. 8 E., of the is. M. P. M.
sheet.
his
toe
of
the
assisted
by
"Phil Maguire," she said, and in her ises, ably
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
He names the following witnesses
tones were mingled joy and reproof, boot.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
full sheet.
he found the Applicant,
The
day
following
"why why have ye done this?"
Deposition of Witness,
possession of said tract for twenty
snme boys loitering in the vicinity of
"Ah, Caitlin! ye should not have his
sheet.
years next preceding the survey of the
fence.
orchard
come here!"
full sheet.
township, viz.:
Yearly Proof,
"What you young scamps hangin
"On yesterday evenin', Phil MaMartin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Final Proof.
sheet.
he shouted. "I told
for?"
here
round
guire, ye- gave me yer solemn word
Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of CieneI
if
Contest
sheet.
Notice,
what
git
you'd
not to- interfere with Dominic Boyle. you yesterday
Affidavit to be filed before contest, ga, N. M.
land ag'in."
Yer word I never before knew ye to eaught you on my
Any person who desires to protest
we
explained
sheet.
remembber,"
sir,
"Yes,
break. Ah, Phil! is not this a punishthe allowance of said proof,
for
come
"We
against
didn't
Affidavit
of
Contest
the spokesman.
Against
ment on ye from God?"
or who knows of any substantial reaWe came to ask you
2
time.
this
sheet.
Entryman,
apples
Phil cast down his eyes and replied
Notice of Intention to make final son under the laws and regulations of
to join our football eleven." Harper's
not.
the interior department why such
Bazar.
sheet.
proof,
Dominic Boyle stepped forward.
prcof should not be allowed will be
Additional Entry,
sheet.
"Caitlin," he began.
The Complacent Ninety-Nine- .
given an opportunity at the
1 2
320
Homestead
imBut she stopped him with an
Entry,
time and place to
Senator Tillman at a recent banquet sheet.
perious wave of her little hand. "Domj
told an amusing story.
the witnesses of said claimSmall
of
ApAffidavit
inic Boyle," she said, with deep anger
Holding Proof,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
"The pastor of a Tallapoosa church,"
in her tone, "laive my sight! laive my
of that submitted by claimant.
ho began, "said rather pointedly trom plicant, full sheet..
sheet.
sight! an' I never want to see a sight the
Relinquishment,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
pulpit one Sunday morning:
of yer face more!"
Brud-dasheet.
see
Township
to
Plats,
am rej'iced
"'Ah
sutny
Register.
Dominic's face grew red with shame.
Township Plats, full sheet.
Calhoun White in chu'eh once mo'.
"Yes, Caitlin," he said, "I'll laive yer Ah's
General
Blanks.
saw
has
Calhoun
Bruddah
glad
Engraved cards de visit and wed
sight. But X can't do it, an' I won't de error of his ways at lawst, fo' dere
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
ding invitations a specialty at the
do it, till I tell ye, first, that Phil Ma- Is
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
mo joy obah one 'sinnah dat
New Mexican Printing office.
Any
guire, there, is as blameless of this
Bond, General Form,
dan obah de ninety an'
sheet.
one
in need of such will do
sanding
as ye are. God knows I little suspected
'
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz. well to call at this office and examine
'
that ye had taken such a promise from nine
Official Bond,
"But at this point Brother Calhoun
sheet.'
samples, style of work and prices.
him, an' I little knew why It was I White
interrupted, angrily:
couldn't provoke him till this fight till
" 'Oh,' he said from his seat, 'da
I branded him a mean man an' a
Ah
an nine needn't crow.
ninety
coward, an' proposed advertisin his could tell some things erbout ninety
cowardice to the parish, an' did everyi
an' nine ef ah wanted ter!'"
thing but spit on him. An' it's only
now, too, that me eyes i3 opened to
Beginning of a Celebrated Feud.
the raisin Phil Maguire stood up on
"What's the matter, old man?",
the heather there to me this evenin' asked the earl of Arundel, as he ap-- J
till I beat an bruised him as only a proached Sir Francis, who seemed to
brute could. A brute I am, Caitlin be in a blue funk.
Dhu, an' well deserve to be ordhered
"Confound it," replied Bacon, "I had
like a dog out of yer sight. But there all
prepapartions made to write Shake-- !
lies a man an', good, as ye are, Cait- speare's plays, and now I hear the dog
lin Dhu, he's worthy of ye! No! no! gone faker has gone and written them
Phil, I cannot take yer han' now, for himself. It's my opinion that he's
yer red blood (God pardon me!) is on Landed the world a gold brick."
mine, but some day some day.
Herewith the incident was considj
ered opened.
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Have You Ever Seen Her At the
9
Klks' opera house on next Friday Mrs
Hummer will make her initial and only
Denver, Colo., Nov. li.
iipjienrance. She's the queen of the
Weather forecast for New
to
Fair tonight and N lugubrious ones, but it's dollars
Mexico:
make
will
you
she
that
Thursday with warmer weath- V doughnuts
She will
ci nek more than a smile.
er Thursday.
Woman's
for
the
form
specially
X pel
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT.
Protest Against Excessive Express Aid of the Presbyterian church.
It's Going to Be Varmer At least
Rates The Commercial Club at Ros-vvcAlways remember the full name. Look
U
weather bureau predicts warmer
(lie
excesmatter
of
has taken up the
this signature on every box. 25c.
was
(or
it
and
tomorrow
for
weather
sive express rates to the Pecos valley. warmer
today than yesterday or MonScenes at the Union Depot You
or
even
Sunday. Last night th
day
shouldn't miss them at the Elks thethermometer
dropped to 22 degrees.
on
Chart
ater
open
Friday evening.
maximum
The
yesterday was 4:! de- CONSULTING ENGINEERS ADVISE TRAVELING SECRETARY OF
at Fischer's drug store now. Prices 23,
in
and something
the
shade
crees
ABANDONMENT OF DAM NO. 1
WOMAN'S MISSITN BOARD.
."0 and 75 cents.
hum71) in the sun.
relative
The
like
ToMoving Picture Show Tonight
idity was 45 per cent at 6 p. m. last Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Mrs. W. B. Minten, of Silver City,
night at the Elk's theatre there will be
Company Will Proceed at Once
traveling secretary cf the Woman's
the usual ,'picture show. It will start! Fortune m
R. E.
Dry Farming
With Dam No. 2.
Mission Board of the Southwest of the
1 at seven thirty and end at eight forty- ( batman ot Monntamair. has sold the
Presbyterian church, with headquartfive.
'H potatoes from a
acre farm for
of ers at St. Louis, arrived .this noon
A. Allen and Company
forty
Henry
an
On
About
Ranges
Something
Three years ago without a;
'
Mtmears the new advertise-!1- ;
other naire
engineers for the from Albuquerque where she held a
'
a homestead claim Chicago, consulting
took
Hardware f pnt
ment of the Wood-Davi- s
Fe Irrigation and Improvement meeting, as well as at Socorro, and is
t0(1-he is worth ?7'(l0- Potatoes Santa
a guest of the Mary James Mission
Companv. You can't afford to over-!'- 1
the abandon- school. Mrs. Minten
has been a mis(and beans are the best crops in that Company have advised
l00. i(
of Torrance county says Mr. Chat-da- ment of dam numner one on the Ar- sionary and is the first, secretary of
Todav a year ago the'
A Year Ago
n. who also reports that the pinon royo Hondo project. Accordingly the the board to make a visitation of the
was clear and warm there being
or more
twenty-fivThe maxi- - '"l in the Manzauo mountains is
10 per cent of sunshine.
Presbyterian
company, which is headed by G. Frank
in the Territory and at El
churches
teniiievntiire was 55 decrees and usually big this year.
U.
S.
Bank
of
the
'
lin
Flick,
president
Committee!
Central
Democratic
Hit. minimum Ti
Paso, establishing missionary societies
Killed Four Pronaed Buck Mount-- , Meeting a Fizzle Word comes from and Trust Company, has abandoned in places where there are none and
!ed Policeman L. F. Avant and Robert Albuquerque that the meeting of the the site and work will be commenced arousing further interest in the work
tBrocken. of Capitan killed a four ' Democratic Central Committee, called at once on dams number two and of such societies as are established.
She will address a meeting this evenpronged buck in a two days' hunt in for today at Albuquerque is pretty
much of a fizzle, n0 actual quorum three, under a new contract with the
the Capitan mountains.
at 7:30 o'clock, at the First Presing
firm of Henry A. Allen
Club House Destroyed by Fire The being present, most members being engineering
church, to which all are inbyterian
a
club house on the shooting grounds represented by proxy. Colonel Will-o- f and Company who have national rep- vited. After a stay of two days in
the Geronimo Rifle Club one mile ' iam .Jennings Bryan who had been- utation. This company has assumed
Santa Fe, Mrs. Minten will proceed to
west of Silver City, was destroyed by expected to attend, pleaded an engage- full charge of the work and is in abso- Las Vegas, Raton, Tucumcari, El Paso
and
of
the
control
lute
left
and
meat at Winslow, Arizona,
engineering
fire. The club will rebuild.
Peconstruction work. The work which and the six churches in the lower
Marriage License Issued The pro- - Albuquerque before the meeting,
cos valley. The visitor is an intereston
so
dam
number
been
done
far
has
bate clerk. George W. Armijo today
Charging Nothing For Services-iss- ued
ing speaker and she has a message for
a marriage license to Elalse Everyone who is to take part in Fri-- j one has been largely experimental perevery one.
ascertainof
formed
the
for
purpose
Varos aged seventeen of Stanley and )lay nighfs performance at the Elks'
Jose Antonio Montano, aged twenty- - theatre for the benefit of the First ing the best site for all purposes in
NOTICE.
three of San Pedro.
church under the aus- - the matter, of locating the project.
to
be
found
it.
been
To
one
Whom
Concern:
Dam
has
number
May
Court Reconvenes at Carrizozo
)icis of the Woman's Aid Society is
The United States Bank and Trust
.Court has reconvened at Carrizozo ,,,
r
u,Mv srraiia. No one la impracticable because of the great
with Judge A. W. Cooley on the bench, receiving any compensation outside of cost entailed in its construction. Dam Company and the Santa Fe Irrigation
true bills and twenty-on- e
ft Twenty-fou- r
the gratitude and appreciation of the number two has a larger capacity and and Improvement Company and the
no bills were- - returned by the terri-- ' members
of the church. For this rea- is far more feasable froin an engineer- National Mortgage and Bond Comtorial grand jury.
son if for no other everybody in Santa ing standpoint than dam number one. pany, by their duly accredited and auFinal Aprearance of the Season
Fe should attend the show and aid in According to a representitave of the thorized agent, G. F. Flick, of Santa
j
Friday night will positively be the last a good cause.
company, Sten Lund, the contractor for Me. New Mexico, hereby notify all in'
dam No. 1 has been discharged from terested parties that, they will not be
appearance of Mr. and Mrs. Martindale
Word
has
of
Mrs. Mary Dye
Death
at the Elks' theatre. You can't afford
on the project and in the responsible for any debts of any na
been received from Atlanta, Ga., of further work
it Come and have a good
A. Allen and Company ture whatsoever
j to miss
incurred by Sten
ihe death cf Mrs. Mary Dye, of future Henry
to
laush.
will
work
Lund
the
or
contracted
completion.
prosecute
by him, and that
Wavnesboro. Ga.. mother of Rev. W.
Democrats in Curry County Split
R j)ve wl)0 up t0 a short time ag0 Investigation has developed the fact no warrants, pay checks or merchanThe unusual activity of the Demo- - was rector of the church of the Holy that a supplemental dam site hitherto dise checks will be honored by the
crats in Curry county has resulted in FaUh in this city Tlje deceased spent uninvestigated is practicable for utiliz- above companies when signed by the
a yawning breach and the precinct niany niontna the past few years in ing other waters than those which said Sten Lund or any agent of said
convention called fcr Friday at Clo- - tMs city witu her daugbter and left would be accumulated in dams num- Sten Lund without the countersign apvis will develop a warm fight over here
only several weeks ag0 for the ber two and three and this reservoir proval of the undersigned.
the county chairmanship now occu-- east she made manv fvionds dm.ing site will constitute a valuable adjunct
G. F. FLICK,
pied by C. R. Worrall, a recent new- - her visits to her SOn. The New Mex- - to dams two and three. "
President of the United States Bank
comer to Clovis.
and Trust Co.
ican ai80 regrets to learn, that Rev.
Drilling was commenced today on
It Will happen Friday Night Fri- - W. R. Dye, who had been very ill, dam site number two. Engineer Mey- President of the Santa Fe Irrigation
and Improvement Co.
day night at the Elks' theatre there stood the trip east very badly and is ers of the Henry A. Allen Company
will be one of the funniest weddings reported to be miserable as far as his is in charge of the work and is per- - Agent of the National Mortgage and
' sonally supervising it.
Bond Co.
you ever saw. Don't miss seeing the physical condition is concerned.
ll

These are a B.il urn ore Oyster Packed and Sealed
in Biltimore, no ice, wtter or dirt of'aany kind ever
torches theJi and at the siaie time all the original
flavor is retime 1, aid they only cost a trifle more
than those that come in balk
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BARS GOOD LAU NDdY SOAP
'
PEARL WHITE
" DIAMOND "C"
Eery om kaowns what the Diamond

25c
25c
25c

"C" is

POTATOES

I

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
25-100 lbs for
15 1b?. for
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - -

1;30

j

-

20c

APPLES $1,75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Kortiiern Spy and Winter H. Blush

THE ONLY BAKER f
Where yoa can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, W2 U33 on'y the be3t of everything in Cur
Bakrry.
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HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good
W. H

Kerr AstSanta Fe

Work arid Prompt Service:
Phor.el22 Red

,

'

t is the Quality,

Stvie and !Fit of Our

That Satisfies

our

,

atrons

There is nothing in a fancy or catchy name, it neither improves poor shoes nor does it detract from the merit of
Yet really good Shoes require no such
of good ones.
fantastic attachment.

Ie Continue

to Sell Slices for Men, Women and C: ildreans Shoes
M--

ffl&fi

17, 1909.

Shoes Good Shoes, Best Shoes

REGISTERED

We handle the best makes in th World
The latest of H ANNAN & SQN .Shoes

$6.00. $6.50 & $7.00
The FLORSHEIM SHOE

$5.50

AMERICAN GENTLEMAN SHOES

$3.50 $4.00 $450 & $5.00

Anjthirjg Goes Wrong

Our Household

Shoe
Fori-- .

1

For WOMEN AMERICAN LADY SHOES

$3.00 $3.50 & $4.00
SECURITY SCHOOL SHOES FOR
CHILDREN

$1.25 $2.00 $2.50 &$3.50
We Guarantee every Shoe we sell at
Eastern Prices And Guarantee the Quality

NA HAN SAL A ON

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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